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Three students show off their unique abilities in
twirling and win prestigious awards.

I Tags 13

Students compete fitr $200 and other prizes in untelevised
trivia game show Think Fast Friday night.

The football team loses its season finale to Northeastern
University, 41-24, Saturday. The Dukes's record dropped
to 6-6 on the year after the defeat.
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ORL
to test
laundry
program

Overuse of
antibiotics
is continuing
problem

BY STEPHEN ATWELL

assistant news editor

BY ERIN PETTIT

contr juting writer
The overprescription of
antibiotic drugs has become a
growing problem in the United
Slates, and at JMU, according to
local doctors.
In a close-knit community
such as a college campus, students are in atypical situations
— such as living in dorms with
numerous others and being in
large classes with random students — that make them more
susceptible to infections, according to Dr. Jonathan Malone of
the University Health Centi t
"A lot of what we see i-. vir.il,
but antibiotics cure only bacteria, not viruses," he Mid
Accordingtoa Health CVnti I
newsletter, "Most illnesses are
caused by two kinds of germs —
bacteria and viruses."
Bacteria
causes "strep
throat, some ear infections and
pneumonia," it stated, and
viruses cause "the common
cold, most coughs, bronchitis
and the flu."
Ann Simmons, associate
director of health promotions,
said flu shots are offered at the
Health Center, but there are a
limited number remaining.
The problem eventually
beconw> b.ulein's rvsisl.in.A- u»
the antibiotic, which somelinu-can be the case, and "resistant
infections can be passed to others," according to a Health
Center pamphlet
"Of the 236 million doses of
antibiotics taken each year, health
officials estimate that up to 50 percent are not necessary," according
to wuw.metllmeplut.gov.
According to the Web site,
resistance also can occur
when people don't finish

Afternoon showers
HickCl
Urn: 2*

AMY PATERSON/vnior phtfogrupher
Traveling evangelist Matt Bourgault. a missionary from Consuming Fire Campus Ministries In Kkiard, Fla., preaches to
about 200 students on the commons Friday afternoon. Bourgaurt's preaching led to discussions among the crowd.

Preaching to the crowd
Evangelist says campus needs 'spiritual enema'
"baby killers" and "pot smoking little
devils," among others, that the day of
condemnation is drawing MM
As he preached about God's con"This campus needs an enema — a
demnation of sinners, a traveling spiritual enema," he shouted.
evangelist faced oft with .« . rowd H
A» two JMU point'officers watched
about 200 students on the commons Bourgault and monitored the growing
Friday afternoon.
group of students, he said he came to
Matt Bourgault, a missionary campus with the peaceful purpose of
from Consuming Fire Campus spreading God's warning.
Ministries in Kinard, Fla., shouted
Bourgault told the crowd that while
to the crowd and spoke with stu- he had committed sins in his younger
dents for nearly four hours.
days — listening to rock music and
"God's judgment is coming," he cheating on an exam once — he no
said as he stood on a circular concrete longer was a sinner
block with a Bible in hand and a
Sophomore Paul Puckett said he
sandwich board across his chest. It had gotten out of class and saw a crowd
carried a warning to Mormons, gathering. In response to Bourgaulf s
"sports nuts," homosexuals, drunks. claim of living a life free from sin.
BY KELLY JASPER

news editor

Puckett stood on the block next to him
and read verses from his Bible, including 1 John 1:8. "If we claim to be without sm, we deceive ourselves and the
truth is not in us," Puckett read.
Freshman Kimberlv Cavlor said
she saw Bourgault preaching and
was bothered by his message. She
made a sign that she held after climbing up on the concrete block next to
him to share her own message. It
read, "Ignore Him! Jesus Loves You!*
God did not come into the world to
condemn the world — He came to
show his love and mercy!
"That's not what Christians are
.about," Caybr said, in response to

After a proposal from two
students, the Office of
Residence Life will begin a
pilot program to make changes
to the laundry system.
The program will put change
machines in the Resident
Advisers' offices in five or six
dorms, and if the plan proves
successful, the system will be
implemented across campus. The
changes will take place as soon as
the machines come in, which
could be as early as next week,
according to Jim McConnell, senior director of Residence Life.
"The concern each year
seems to be the accessibility of
change," McConnell said.
Sophomores Jennifer Love
and Dan Kasmicrski met with
McConnell in the spring, but he
told them to contact him again in
the fall. Their original proposal
involved students paying a flat
fee at the beginning of the semester, thereby avoiding the problem
of locating quarters to do their
laundry, according to Love.
In the fall, McConnell worked
with the two to revise the proposal after discussing the possibility that some people might
abuse the machines, and others
would be paying for something
they don't use, Love said.
"While our initial proposal of
a flat fee was rejected, change is
going to occur," Love said. "Last
semester, we had sent |ORLJ a
petition and surveys to show
th.il change ivallv is necessary,
and (ORL was] overwhelmed
by our results," Love said.
The program comes in
response to a petition with close
to 1,000 signatures and a survey
conducted by Love and
Kasmierski of 206 people.
The survey asked respondents how often they did laundry, average number of loads
per wash, willingness to pay a
flat fee, and amount of money-

set CROWD, page 5
set LAUNDRY, page 5

see HEALTH, page 5

Forum debates USA PATRIOT Act
Panel examines modifications of existing laws that apply to suspected terrorists
BY JANDI CLARK

contributing writer
The Political Geography
class presented a forum debating the purpose and aftermath
of the USA PATRIOT Act
Tuesday in the Health and
Human Services Building.
The forum — "The USA
PATRIOT Act: Surveillance or
Security?"— featured integrated science and technology professor David McGraw as moderator and John L Brownlee,
United States attorney for the

Western District of Virginia,
Marvin Johnson, member of the
Legislature Counsel of the
American Civil Liberties Union
and Arsalan Iftikhar, director of
Legal Affairs for the Council on
American-Islamic Relations, as
members of the panel.
The USA PATRIOT Act is
an acronym for Uniting and
Strengthening America by
Providing Appropriate Tools
Required to Intercept and
Obstruct Terrorism, according to McGraw.
The USA PATRIOT Act

modified existing laws and
statutes, applying them to
terrorists or suspected terrorists, he added.
The USA PATRIOT Act
was a direct result of the Oct.
15, 2001, anthrax scares. The
act rolled through Congress
in a week to be signed into
law at the end of the week,
McGraw said.
Brownlee further explained
the USA PATRIOT Act.
As pictures of Ground Zero
from Sept. 11, 2001, showed on
the
screen behind
him,

Brownlee said, "The No. 1 goal
of the Department of Justice is to
prevent something like Sept. 11
from happening again. The key
ingredient for the Department of
Justice is information."
The USA PATRIOT Act
allows investigators and law
enforcement officials to use
tools that already were available
to collect the information without tipping off suspected terrorists, Brownlee said.
The USA PATRIOT Act fadlsee FORUM, page 5

CHRIS LABZOA/wiuor/**>!«»*«•
Arsalan Iftikhar, director of Legal Affairs for the Council on
Amertcan-lslamic Rotation*, speaks during the forum last Tuesday.

Fair educates students with tips for wellness
Police officer discusses holiday
safety with off-campus residents
BY COLLEEN SCHORN

staff writer

ELIZABETH WII.UAMS/iunmftii/inK i*t*»nraph*r
Students do exercises In the lobby of UREC during the
i Fair, which was a Wellness Passport Event.

With over 30 on- and offcampus groups passing out
wellness-related information,
students attended a Wellness
Fair Wednesday at the
University Recreation Center
As a Wellness Passport
Event, students were required
to visit at least 15 booths and
receive information from them
to get a stamp.
Sandy Lantz, a wellness
manager at UREC, was in
charge of coordinating the
Wellness Fair.

"We do research on programs, organizations and
activities promoting wellness
in the area and then we contact
the people sponsoring those
events and invite them to
attend the Wellness Fair," she
said. "It is a great way for
them to promote themselves
and spread information about
what they have to offer."
In the past, between 1.000
and 1,500 students have attended the fair, according to Lantz.
"We stress that this is a great
opportunity to educate students
about other avenues toward a
healthy life lhah(doesn't] require

just working out at UREC," she
said. "It's great to see th» community get involved too."
Harrisonburg Police Officer
R M. Teter discussed holiday
safety with students.
"During holiday season,
the break-in rate at off-campus
living places increases significantly, ' she said. "We always
try to keep an extra eye out
during this time. The most
common mistake students
make is forgetting to lock all
their windows and, especially,
sliding glass doors."
Teter said that it is important
to make houses or apartments
look lived in by putting timers
on the lights and not letting
fliers accumulate in the mailbox. 'Try to take valuables with

you, or at least don't leave them
out where they can be seen from
a window," she said.
Sgt. Peggy Campbell of the
JMU Department of Police and
Public Safety told students
about the Rape Aggression
Defense System at JMU
The "RAD is the best selfdefense program you can
take," she said. "It is a course
for women to learn different
techniques to protect themselves against assault. It will
be offered at UREC next
semester and involves a 15hour training program."
James Glauzer, of the Family
Life Resource Center, spoke to
students about counseling
see Tirs, page 5
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NEWS
Food drive

3

Patriot Act

3

Senior prom

3

E-campus changes

3

Creativity session

3

MONDAY, NOV.

POLICE LOG
BY LAI'RKN MCKAY
police log reporter

Monday, Nov. 24

Tuesday, Nov. 25

The men's basketball team will

The University Health Center will

play West Virginia University in
the Convocation Center at 7 p.m.

offer free anonymous HIV testing

An unknown subject struck a

for JMU students at the Health

window on the south side of

Center from I to 3 p.m. For more

Godwin Hall, causing it to shatter

information contact Ann Simmons
at x8-789fv

between Nov. 18 and Nov. 20.

A climb and belay workshop will
be held at UREC from 7 to 10 p.m.

OPINION
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For more information contact

In other matters, campus police

House editorial

6

House cartoon

6

Darts & pats

6

The JMU Symphony Orchestra will

"Russia's Religious Heritage:

Pigs and pearls

6

perform in the Wilson Hall

Byzantine Icons from the Madison

Petty Larceny

Campus spotlight

7

Auditorium at 7 p.m. For more

Art Collection" from noon to 5 p.m.

A JMU employee reported the

information contact the music

For more information contact the

theft of a parking pass from a

department at X8-3481.

arl department at x8-6216.

desk in the Convocation Center

Brooke Thompson at x8-8734.

The Zirkle House will present a

report the following:

graduate student show and

LEISURE
Crossword

8

between Nov. 14 at 9 p.m. and

Horoscopes

8

Nov. 19 at 11 a.m.

FOCUS
It's a tossup!

Number of drunk in public

9

charges since Aug. 25: 49

STYLE
Think Fast

10

Noteworthy;
"Punk Goes Acoustic'

10

Exit 245

10

Film auditions

12

Number of parking tickets
issued between Aug 25 and
Nov. 13:12,278

Submitting events to the
DUKE DAYS Event* Calendar:

SPORTS
Football: JMU loses
to Northeastern

13

Men's basketball JMU
beats Furman University

13

KRISTY NICOUCH/
phtHu editor

FUN FACT

of the Day

Club Softball catcher
Ashley Lauren Mover, a
Junior, tags a University
of Delaware player on
the home plate during a
game Saturday afternoon In RamMewood
Park. Despite Moyer's
play, JMU lost the

WEATHER
Today

match with Delaware.

PM Showers/Wind

• *:*'

Measuring 78 feet,
Spider-Man is the
longest hot-air balloon
floating at Macy'S
annual Thanksgiving
Day parade.

High 61 Low 28

Tuesday

Thursday

Mostly Sunny

Showers

48/27

57/33

Wednesday

Friday

Party Cloudy

Sunny

55/38

57/34
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"Creativity is a process. It is a way to
live your life."

Spread the Cheer
Several campus groups raise money
and food for homeless and lowincome families in the community.

KENT ZIMMERMAN

business professor

HftlSUicMI
H Lot to close for
building renovation
Beginning Wednesday, H
Lot will close as a result o(
renovation work on Harrison
Hall and Harrison Hall
Annex. The lot will remain
closed until an unspecified
date when renovations to the
building arc complete.
The buildings are being
modernized for future use
by the communications
programs in the College of
Arts & Letters.
For people driving vehicles possessing both handicapped and JMU parking
permits, six handicapped
parking spaces will remain
directly behind Gifford Hall.

Bureau makes speaker*
available to clubs
Speeches on more than 100
topics are available through
the JMU Speakers Bureau.
They are available to serve as
guest speakers for clubs and
organizations throughout the
Shenandoah Valley.
Many speakers are JMU
faculty or administrators.
Organizations are expected to
cover the speaker's expenses.
A few speakers require a honorarium, but most will speak
at no charge.
Information, including topics and a request form, can be
found at www.jmuidu/mediarrl/speakerbureau.

Mult Diabetes Support
Group to meet Tuesday
HARRISONBURC — The
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital Adult Diabetes
Support Croup will meet
Tuesday from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
The group will meet in the
RMH Cancer and Outpatient
Center conference room on the
fourth floor.
The meeting is coordinated by the RMH Educational
Services
Department.
Attendance is free and open
to the public.

House sends Medicare
reform bill to Senate
WASHINGTON, D.C (The
Las Angela Tones) — In a suspenseful and controversial predawn vote, a sharply divided
House Saturday approved and
9ent to the Senate the most
sweeping revision of Medicare
since its creation in 1965, as
lawmakers from both parties
said the nearly $400*Ulion bill
represented only the start of a
king-term political battle over
the shape of the program
'This is just the beginning
of trying to reform Medicare,"
said House Speaker J. Dennis
Hasten. R-QL, referring to the
legislation that not only would
provide a king-sought prescription-drug benefit but also
would promote competition by
giving private insurance companies billions of dollars to
entice seniors and the disabled
into managed-care plans.
The Senate opened debate,
expected to last three days,
within hour; of the bill's 220215 passage in the House.

Dean faces controversy
over military service
DES MOINES, Iowa (TV Las
Angeles Times) — A new
account of how Democratic
presidential front-runner
Howard LVan avoided service
in Vietnam through a medical
deferment — then went skiing
in Colorado for 10 months —
renewed arguments by two
rivals Saturday that a military
veteran would be a stronger
candidate against President
George W. Bush.
Dean was excused from the
draft in 1W0 when X-rays
showed he had a bad back,
although Dean said in an interview that he "probably" could
have served, The New York
Times reported Saturday.

PlMui b> ERICA DWies/mffphnivnipher and pholo illuunlioii by KKISTY NlCOLK'H/(>/»»« eiam

Off Campus Life hosts roommate meet and greet
BY ELIZABETH BARRON

contributing writer
Approximately 150 students in search of roommates
greeted each other with "Hi! How many are you looking for?" during Off Campus Life's roommate mixer in
Taylor Down Under Friday.
"Last year, we put out a survey, and it indicated a
need for this type of event," said Heather Herrick, OCL
educational coordinator. "Other colleges such as
Virginia Tech do it (ak 11
The event, held from 3 to 430 pm outside the OCL
office, was crowded by 3:30 p.m. Dining Services provided free pizza and drinks. As students walked in. facilitators asked them to fill index cards describing their needs.
Then, they directed students to OCI.'s Roommate Listing
Locator, found at web.jmu&lu/ocL!ruxnmaUs.sl*ml.

The locator allows students to place a free online ad
describing basic information about the type of roommates or housing for which they are looking.
Sophomores Elizabeth Sweel and Lisa Delluomo
came to the event looking for two roommates.
"We met Melissa (Rudy) through the Web site,"
sophomore Delluomo said.
Sweel said, "We came looking for two [potential
roommatesl and, |after finding Melissa Rudy), arc
now looking for one more."
Freshman Melissa Rudy said she came to the
mixer because "1 had four roommates, but three arc
going abroad next year."
Although she and Sweel found Rudy, Delluomo
described the search as "kind of awkward."
The mingling started out slow at first, yet conversation
began to drown out TDU's music. People discussed issues

Food drive helps

such as pets, smoking, rent and cleanliness. They abo
shared their interests and described current roommates.
Sophomore Stacey I -angsner thought the mixer was a
good idea. "My search is going pretty well, although it is
hard because I am looking for one person," she said.
Several participants cited the same problem in their
search. Many people are looking to fill spots, but not
many people are able to fill them. A few agreed that
there were plenty of rooms, but no roommates.
Junior Andy Hucks printed out information cards that
potential roommates could take with them. He said he
hoped the gesture would help him fill a spot in his house.
Some students' searches emphasized location, and
most seemed interested in apartments and townhouses. "Pheasant Run and SunChase are very popular,"

Plavina with poetry

Mi ROOMMATE, page 4

~\

local community
BY MIMI LIU

contributing writer
After successfully concluding their first "Spread the
Cheer This Tune of Year" campus-wide food drive last
Friday, several student organizations donated everything
they raised to a local food bank.
From Nov. 10 to 21, the
Community Service-Learning
program, along with the
Student
Government
Association,
Student
Ambassadors, lnterfratemity
Council and Panhellcni.
Council collected food and
money for the Patchwork
Pantry, a local food bank.
Seniors Micah Payton and
Amber Lantz started the food
drive, which donates all the food
it receives to homeless and lowincome families in the
Harrisonburg community.
Although CS-L has volunteered at Patchwork Pantry in

the past, this was the first time
that CS-L and Patchwork
Pantry have collaborated on a
food drive.
Because Patchwork was
running extremely low on
canned goods, the CS-L originally did not have a set goal
for the amount of goods they
were aiming to collect.
Initially, they didn't have
any food, which is crucial —
especially during this time of
the year." Lantz said.
Normally,
Patchwork
receives most of its donated
goods from the Blue Ridge
Food Drive, but it, too, was
running low on supplies.
The first week of the fund
raiser mainly was focused on
publicity both on and off campus. Volunteers were stationed at the commons from
10 ajn. to 3 p.m. Students
could drop off donated goods
seeDKIVE,page4

BY AMANDA JONES

contributing writer

Fraahnaii Kayta JoWen) pwttclpates In an open microphone poetry night at Taylor Down Under Thursday night
The nights. *«ch are open to any student, are held every
Thursday night from 8 to 11 p.m. Both original and unoriginal works. Induing- performance poetry, are welcomed.

Prom gives senior citizens night of socializing
BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor
Filling the evening with hxxl. dancing
and socializing, a group of Health and
Human Services 458 Health Program and
Evaluation students hosted the second
annual Senior Ball for about 65 senior citizens in the College CenterSitiird.lv night
"This event was such a success," senior
Jackie Taetzsch said. "Everyone really
enjoyed themselves. They were stxrializing, and some even danced."

The night began with a play by the
Rixrkingham Senior Players, a senior citizen theatre group. They performed a play
called "The Man Who Couldn't Sing."
The evening progressed to the dinner
portion of the event, which was a buffet
catered by JMU Dining Services. The
meal consisted of turkey, mashed potatoes, green beans, salad and cheesecake.
After dinner, the HTM 458 group raffled off items such as tins of cookies and
gift baskets of coffee mugs with hot chocolate or wine glasses with apple cider.

The evening ended with dancing.
Taetzsch said she made some compact discs
for the event. The CDs consisted of popular
songs by Lawrence Welk, Billie Holiday and
Loufc Armstrong, among others.
The dancing was the favorite part for
some of the students.
"It was pretty cool to watch some of
the elderly couples dance," senior Matt
Stretton said. "They really looked like
they were having fun."
»af CLASS, page 4

Professor leads student
search for creativity
BY JANIS HOLCOMBE

contributing writer

IRENE WA7I10WSK Mamnhmni r**'vni/Juv
ProfOMor Kent Zimmerman speaks to student! on enhancing creativity In several apsects of their live* last
Wednesday In the Hllkrest House.

E-campus
changes to
increase
usability

Leading a search for the
long-lost creative inner child, a
business professor spoke on
enhancing creativity in school
and the workplace to a few
dozen students in the Hillcrest
House last Wednesday.
The hour-long seminar,
titled "Getting In Touch With
Your Creativity," featured

Kent Zimmerman, who
spoke with students about
how to bring back their childhood creativity and how to
use that creativity in college
and in their careers.
'( n.itivity is a process,"
Zimmerman said. "It is a way
to live your life."
He said that, regardless of
major, creativity is involved in
Hilt IISI :..',

To make information on ecampus more accessible to its
users, several design changes
will go in effect Dec. 23, according to Robin Bryan, director of
information systems.
These changes were
made in the navigational
part of e-campus but not to
its content, Bryan said.
"With the new look and
feel, it's less menu-based and
[has) more clickable areas or
icons," Bryan said.
The improved navigation
will make it easier for students and faculty to find what
they need on e-campus,
according to Bryan.
Bryan also said there will
not be any initial new features
added to e-campus, but the
focus is more on the changed
look and feel of the information
already available.
E-campus currently allows
students to schedule their classes for the following semester.
receive information about their
financial aid, view their transcripts and degree progress
reports and buy their textbooks.
There also will be a new login page to e-campus at
ecampusjtnu.edu, which will
allow students and staff to
access the new e-campus,
according to Bryan.
"So far, the students
who've looked at it think the
new navigation adds a lot and
makes e-campus easier to
use." Bryan said.
Juruor Jonathan Vu, who
works at the JMU computer help
desk, thinks the changes will be
an improvement to the system.
"It (e-campus usage) will be
easier — more user friendly for
students and teachers," Vu said.
E-campus
is
being
changed as a part of the complete upgrade of the student
computing information system, Bryan said.
To help students and staff
become better acquainted with
the changed system, a series of
one-hour sessions is being
see DESIGN, page 4
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DESIGN, from page3
offered. The sessions, which
are open to students and faculty, began last Monday and
will conclude (an. 15.2000.
For the dates and times of
the
sessions,
go
to
>u.edu/jmuu>eb/xi'>it'ral/n
ews/gitieral343 7.shtml.
Sophomore John Kingman,
who also works at the help
desk, said he thinks the system
will be easy to learn.
"I think the classes (sessions on e-campus) will be
more for faculty than students/' Kingman said.
He said he thinks he will
like the new system better
than the old one.
N-mor Josh Inkell said that
he does not mind learning the
new system.
"If a change is going to
take place, then someone
will have to be the first
group to have to make the

ROVTINE,frompage3
your work. Because of the high
levels of stress and inflexible
schedules of college students,
creativity comes down to a low.
"How many of you made
up stories [as a child)?"
Zimmerman
asked, and
.one raised his or her
hand. Many students also
admitted to having an imaginary friend they spoke to
and played with when they
were children. They also
admitted to playing with
dolls, action figures and
other childhood games that
involved acting out scenes
from their imaginations.
Zimmerman told his audience that these actions were
signs they had a creative side at
one time in their lives, and all
they needed to do was get in
touch with it again in order to
regain their true creativity.

change," Inkell said. "If we
My th.it graduating seniors
do not have to do it, then
juniors may not want to
and soon."
Inkell also recommended that students be notified
and reminded of the
changes to e-campus at
least two times by e-mail —
once when the changes take
place and the second time
during the add and drop
period. He said he thinks
the sessions are a good idea
to better familiarize people
with the changes made.
Students and faculty can
contact the help desk at x83555 if they need help with
the new system after the sessions are completed.
Once the new system is
released, suggestions for
improvement about
the
changes to e-campus can be
sent to Robin Bryan at bryanra.

CLASS: Seniors finish
final project successfully
ClASS.from page 3
As the guests were leaving, they received parting
gifts. One was a bag filled
with pamphlets and fliers on
different community organizations and events for seniors
thmughout Harrisonburg.
The students also made
address books for the seniors.
They put the names and
addresses of the seniors who
attended the event in the
book, so the)' can keep in
touch, according to senior
Kate Pazdan.
Stretton said, "This event
was to promote socialization.
We hope that if they met
someone tonight, they will
use their address book and
call them sometime."
The event was planned
as part of a class project. The
group had to organize all the
details, including getting the
money for the project.
"We had to write a grant
proposal," I'a/dan Mid.

"Then we had to contact a lot
of
people
(such
as
Rockingham
Memonal
Hospital, Elder Care Alliance
and JMU) — 1 think th.il WM
the hardest part, but, luckily,
people were very willing to
chip in."
JMU contributed $200 to
this event, and the Elder Care
Alliance, a nonprofit organization for senior citizens, gave
5600 after reviewing the
group's grant proposal.
Taetzsch said it was hard to
decide who to invite. She said
they took the list from last
year's ball and invited those
seniors back. They also asked
those seniors to invite some
friends, according to Taetzsch.
She said she hopes next
year the project can exand
to more people.
Pazdan said, "Hopefully
someone will in next year s
class will do the senior ball
again. Everyone had a great
time ... it felt really good to

-64
... we all can, and need,
to gel in touch
with our
creative side.
— Erin Cavanaugh
freshman

-9?
One of the best ways to get
creative, he said, was to see the
world around them from a more
childlike perspective.
"Where did that person
go?" he asked. "1 know where
that person went — that person went (away), right along
with all of the rules with all of
the classes you had to go
through this semester."
There are five main objective to leading a creative life
every day, according to
Zimmerman. The first step not
always is to try to give the
"right" answer, which, in
everyday circumstances, tends
to be the answer that the
teacher may want to hear from
his or her students, he said.

Getting caught up in the idea
that there only is one right
answer to all problems in life
reduces the creativity process
to problems that don't need
just one "correct" answer.
Another way to bring creativity back into life, he said, is
not to get hung up on whether
or not an idea Is logical.
Following "the mles" all the
time also is a sure-fire way to
miss out on creativity. As a
common example, Zimmerman
asked the group what they do
every day when they set foot in
class. The majority consensus
was that everyone took a seat in
the same chair all the time. He
said, as students, the audience
rarely varied their classroom
and social habits.
To
boost
creativity,
Zimmerman suggested that
people ask themselves, "Am I
doing this because it is actually good, or because it is a rule?
"You ought to question the
rules and ask, 'Why is this a
rule?'" he said.
Being practical all the time
and to believe that "to err is
wrong" are the final two ways
that decrease creativity, according to Zimmerman.
"Think of all the things you
can do and do well,"
Zimmerman said. "Think if you
were asked to do it perfect the
first time — you'd never do it.,
"This hurts your creativi
ty," Zimmerman said.
He also gave a few ordinary examples that he felt
didn't seem "practical" but
people do anyway — such as
giving birth.
The overall response to
the program was positive.
Students said they felt comfortable with a professor speaking to them about creativity, an
issue that often is not discussed
about throughout the day.
"He's really energetic, and
the way he explained things
was great," sophomore Kasey
Sawyer said.
Freshman Erin Cavanaugh
said, "It was really interesting
how he pointed out that we are
all creative people and that we
all can, and need, to get in
touch with our creative side."

ROOMMATE, from page 3
Hcrrick said.
Sophomore
John
O'Connell said, "I am most
interested in Stone Gate,
SunChase and Olde Mill
(The Mill). I am basu.illv
here to meet new people
and look into moving off
campus in general."
O'Connell explained that
finding a good location was
his first priority, and he
hoped that the roommate
situation would fall into
place afterward.
Students looking for a
sublease expressed frustration with their searches.
"I'm going abroad, so I
need someone to take my
sublease," junior Laura
Lawrence
said.
"The
search has been terribly
hard. I have ads in The
Breeze and all over campus. If no one can fill the
spot, I'll have to pay."
Senior Rich Spatola faces a
similar dilemma "I'm graduating in December, and I need
someone to fill the void," he

said. "If I don't find anyone,
I'll have to pay next semester
when I'm not here."
Some students who found
pctinhal roommates wrote
down contact information and
made tentative plans to meet
for dinner. They said they
wanted to follow up on the
things they learned from the
mixer, but not make decisions
too hastily.
OCL facilitators expressed
enthusiasm about the event's
turnout and its successful
matches. "Next time we do
this, we will probably have
tables that say, 'Looking tor
one, etc' to make it more
organized," Herrick said.
She said word of mouth
and networking in class and
organizations were other
ways to find potential
roommates. Students who
were unsuccessful during
the mixer can stop by the
CXX office or call the OCL
to post an ad.
The OCL is open
Monday through Friday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

DRIVE: Food collected
I)RIVE,frompage3
there, at the CS-L office, SGA
office, the Carrier Library tabby
or Festival Information Desk,
and off-campus locations, such
as the SunChase, Pheasant Run
and Stone Gate clubhouses.
Monetary donations, made out
to "Patchwork Pantry," also
amid have been dropped off at
the CS-L and SGA offices.
"It is very encouraging
to see this much MnaOfctftV
[among the community]
and not have it based on
only one or two organizations, but a collective
effort," Payton said.
The CS-L and other organizations counted the amount
of donated goods Saturday.

Sheri Hartzler, director
of Patchwork Pantry, was
very pleased with the outcome of "Spread the Cheer
This Time of Year."
"This is a wonderful time
of year to have more food,"
Hartzler said. "I'm really
appreciative of JMU students.
It would be really nice to see
this project continued with
JMU support."
The Patchwork Pantry
is located at 701 S. High
St.
Volunteer
work
includes multiple tasks in
the kitchen, helping with
client interviews, aid in
carrying groceries out to
cars, record keeping and
filing every Wednesday
nights from 7 to 8 pm.

Send us news ideas.
breezenews@hotmail.com
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LAUNDRY: Change FORUM: Panel discusses act TIPS: Fair
provides
machines to cost $600
variety
FORUM, from page J

IAVNIMY. from page I
willing to pay tor per semester
for the flat (ee. The results
helped ORL to recognize
change to the present tfttm
was needed, but students did
different amounts of laundry
and a flat fee would be unfair,
according to McConnell.
Eagle Hall will be one of
the first halls to receive a
«h.inge machine, according to
McConnell. Residents of
Wampler Hall. Dingledinc Hall
and Hillside Hall also have
expressed interest in participating in the program. In all. OKI.
will choose five or six dorms to
test the program. Love said.
The change machines will
cost ORL $600 plus the cost of
installation, according to
McConnell. ORL has agreed to
the OOVCr the cost of purchasing
and
installing
the
machines, but said the $300
necessary to fill each machine
will have to come from elsewhere, according to Love. In
order to defray this cost, the
Residence Hall Association
and the individual hall councils each will pay half.
Love said, "The hall councils [will be| responsible tor
refilling their machine, and

having a stake in the monev
should make this more sucCCnfal and make the students
IvtkT .ippnvi.ile the MrviOC
"Students will hr able to
access the machines at times
when the bank and other
resources are not available,
specifically during RA duty
hour-., Low Midi
Sophomore Matt Barker,
who lives in Huffman Hall, wnM
not as optimistic about the
changes. "Most of the time, our
RA office is closed when I go
there," Barker Mid It's .i p.iin
to track down an RA and have
them open it for you."
Potential problems with
the planned program Include
having
to service
the
machines and the thre.it ot
vandalism. Love said. These
cbncenil should be lessened
by placing the machines in the
RA's office and having each
residence hall held responsible, according to Low.
If the plan works well,
ORL hopes to expand the
program to other dorms in
the next two or three vc.ir-,
according to McConnell
"The goal would be to get
it into all the other halls,''
\l.t onnell said.

HEALTH: Antibiotics
not always necessary
HEALTH, from page 1
their medication.
However, students, parents
and people outside the JMU
community still demand medication, Malone said.
"Patient and family pressure
is, I would say, the No. 1 leading
cause for overprescription," he
said. "Explaining the problem
to patients is time consuming,"
and if a patient docs not feel the
doctor's solution, {which most
patients consider being given
medication) is adequate, they
will not return, he said.
It's difficult to determine if
an infection is viral or bacterial,
but the Health Center "cau-

tiously and judiciously prescribes an antibiotic," hi MKL
Malone also said the Health
Center is Limited in what it can
do for students.
"It's not a 24-hour resource. |
Then1 are no after hours," he
said, and extensive Lib tests an'
required to determine H an
infection is bacterial or viral.
In the case of a viral
infection, however, Malone
said students simply "need
to ride it out."
Aside from a physician and
the Health Center, reaMnmended WL-b sites include a«
doctor.org, unvw.medhieplus.gov
and wuwuvimid.com.

itates information sharing
Ix'twivn law enforcement and
intelligence agencies, according
to Brownlee.
The act updated old laws to
allow for new HctinologlM
allowing the government to
read e-mails, Brownlee said. It
also allows law enforcement
offlcUfl to delay notifying suspects that a search warrant has
IxH-n issued lor up to 90 days.
lohnson then argued against
the USA PATRIOT Act.
'It ,i hill has to be called the
(USA| PATRIOT Act, they're
probably trying to slip something by you," he said. "No one
wants to vote against something
called the [USA| PATRIOT Act"
The bill was presented to
Congress at midnight and was
voted on at 3 a.m., according to
Johnson. No one really had
IWd the bill, he added.
The USA PATRIOT Act is a
way to stop terrorists, but now
is bring applied to non-terrorist
activities, Johnson said. For
example, a man caught running a methamphetamine lab
was prosecuted under the USA
PATRIOT Act because law
enfoRvment officials could put

him in jail for 25 years rather
than just seven.
Even before Sept. 11, the
FBI had information about
the attacks, but wasn't sure
how to use the information,
Johnson said.
He asked, "If you have the
information and don't know
what to do with it, then why do
you need more information
that you're not going to know
what to do with?"
He also said the USA
PATRIOT Act isn't necessary
for information sharing.
lftikhar then spoke on the
effect this act has on the
Muslim community.
lftikhar said there are 1.2
billion Muslims on the earth.
He also pointed out that not
all Muslims are Arab, not all
Arabs are Muslims, and, in
fact, most Arabs in the United
States are Christians.
There were 350 to 400
Muslims who died in the World
fade l enter, according to
lftikhar. After the attacks, 762
Arab men were detained in cells
for six months to a year, undergoing interrogation without the
right to a lawyer. All were suspected of terrorism-related

activities. Of the 762, none were
found guilty of anything more
than immigration violations.
The USA PATRIOT Act
afreets students as well, he said.
He cited several different sections of the act, listing such
things as the government's
right to treat student groups
who have strong political
views or hold protests as
potential terrorist threats, law
enforcement officers' right to
student records without notification of the student, and the
right to get library records of
anyone suspected of terrorism.
"I think that (the USA
PATRIOT Act] was a rushed,
overiy valorous, overly patriotic
sort of capturing of a nation in
pain and in fear," junior
Andrew Clark said.
Junior Greg Surber said the
forum opened his eyes to the
aftermath of Sept. 11 about
which the media didn't let the
public hear. He said, "The number of Muslim or Arab men that
were held captive after [Sept.
11] and were innocent, while
the supposedly
innocent,
white-bred Americans were out
committing hate crimes was
surprising to me."

TIPS, from page 1
services. "Our center serves a lot
of JMU students and also runs
(Eastern Mennonite University's)
counseling services," he said.
"We were invited to attend the
Wellness Fair because we deal
with lots of issues including relational problems, anxiety [and
Attention Deficit Disorder]."
Senior Micah Payton talked
with students about Community
Service-Learning.
"We are basically a liaison
between students and the community," he said. "We have information about Alternative Spring
Breaks, Peace Corps and any
other volunteer activities."
Sophomore Patricia Coppola
said the variety of off-campus
groups at the fair was helpful.
"I am glad that there were
groups from outside of JMU that
came today because, for people
without a car here, it is sometimes difficult to find things off
campus," she said. "And, those
students who do have cars now
know what else is out there."

CROWD: Evangelist preaches to 200 students
CROWD, from page 1
Bourgault's preaching, what she
called "very hateful words."
Puckett'said that Bourgault
directly was contradicting the
Bible. "He's pointing a lot of fingers," he said. "He wants to
show God's wrath and scare
people, but he says that even
those of us who say we believe
aren't really believers."
Puckett said, "If you love the
Lord, you strive not to live in
sin." Bourgault told the crowd
that everyone who lived in sin
was going to hell, regardless of
whether they claimed to be
Christian or not
Freshman Tim Foley said
he was angered by the hateful
message the evangelist was
spreading. When Bourgault
denied that he sinned, Foley
■Hooted |t him. "Jesus died for
our sins — not just mv tint,
but our sins."

higher
test scores
guaranteed

Foley told Bourgault that he
needed to have tolerance for
those with other beliefs. Don't
claim to have come in my Lord's
name," Foley said. "This isn't
how Christians live."
Bourgault did not respond
directly to Foley's comment, but
told him that he needs "to show
a little respect for your elders."
Foley said there were several
reasons that he confronted
Bourgault. "I had enough of him
claiming things that just aren't
true," he said. "This isn't organized religion."
Freshman Rachel Thompson
said she looked on as two male
students stood in front of
Bourgault and began "making
out." She said he continued to
speak against the sins of homosexuality and called them
"wicked sodomites.
"1 don't really understand what he's trying to

ue in their sinful ways.
"What could be so wrong
about not drinking anymore?" he asked. "What
could be so wrong about not
masturbating?"
A student in the crowd
shouted, "Everything."
Bourgault asked for everyone who ever had watched
pornography to raise their
hands. "You are so evil," he told
those who did as he passed out
pamphlets on the subject.
A group of students
burned one of the pamphlets
he distributed.
Before Bourgault stepped
down from the block later to
address students individually,
he said that, while they
weren't going to hell, they
were on their way.
"This isn't life; this is
death," he said. "Live for God,
not for sin."

500,000 New
Books
60%-90% off retail

Z
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or your money back

accomplish," she said.
Bourgault
declined
to
answer most students who
shouted questions from the
crowd. One asked him if he
knew that his message ended up
scaring away more people from
religion than converting. He
responded that anyone could
repent from his or her sins if he
or she really wanted to.
Bourgault also said that
the "fornicating, wicked
bunch" of students he saw
before him probably would
use their sin to hang Jesus on
the cross if they ever had the
chance to do so again.
Foley responded that everyone has sinned. "We all have put
Christ on the cross," he said.
Bourgault said he hadn't
because he didn't live an evil
lifestyle. He told bystanders
that the ball was in their court,
and they didn't have to contin-
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If students did not like or approve of what
he was saying, they had the ability to keep
walking instead of stopping to listen.
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... today's terrorists are not
interested in moderate Islamic
governments
ADAM SHARP

junior
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EDITORIAL

Students need to respect First Amendment right to speech
As it has in recent years,
preaching by a traveling evangelist on campus sparkecTa heated
discussion among a crowd of 200
people on the commons Friday
afternoon. Matt Bourgault, a missionary from Consuming Fire
Campus Ministries in Kinard, Fla.,
discussed God's condemnation of
those who sin.
As Bourgault preached on top of a
concrete block on the commons for
about four hours, some students
responded by standing on an adjacent
concrete block and counterpreached,
Bointing out contradicting interpretaons ofthe Bible. Some students were
frustrated with Bourgault for not
answering their questions.
Other students were angered by
Bourgault's preaching and, in rum,
shouted comments such as, "You are
not Jesus, you are not my God" or
said his actions were "sacrilegious."
Two JMU police officers were on
hand to monitor the crowd to make
sure no violent behavior stemmed
from the event.
While some members of the crowd
were not happy with Bourgault and
did not approve of some of the things
he was preaching, they must understand that he has a right to preach
what he wants. Under the First
Amendment, Bourgault is entitled to
his freedom of speech.
Furthermore, mere are numerous religions around the world and many different forms of Christianity. People must
realize that they do not have to agree
with other people's religious beliefs.
The First Amendment also gives
people the right to freedom ofreligion. jn the case of last Friday's
gathering on the commons, mocking
or saying derogatory comments
toward Bourgault was'unnecessary.

If students did not like or approve of
what he was saying, they had the
ability to keep walking instead of
stopping to listen
ft us true that students had their freedom of speech as well, and have every
right to say what they want on the
topic. However, in reality, what good
does it do to argue with Bourgault?
Bourgault has his beliefs and feels
strongly about them — that is why he
travels around the country preaching. It is unlikely that comments from
the crowd will change those beliefs.
Therefore, the criticism is pointless. If
people gathered to listen to learn
more about Bourgault's beliefs, then
that seems to be more constructive.
Even though he has a First
Amendment right to speak his
mind, Bourgault should try to create a more constructive environment when preaching. If his objective is to spread the word of God to
campuses across the nation, condemning people and saying that
they are neaded to hell might not be
the best way to get the point across.
If his mission is to teach, he must
understand that his current tactics
are not conducive to learning.
Saying that people need to be more
spiritual is one thing, but calling the
crowd of students a "fornicating,
wicked bunch" is unnecessary.
Bourgault must leam that not every
college student fits the typical stereotype — slackers who don t go to class
and instead spend all day drinking
and having sex.
Any controversy involving the First
Amendment will inflame emotions
and cloud better judgment. Bourgault,
his detractors and the JMU community would benefit if both sides practiced more courtesy and respect for
those who disagree.

■ Pigs and Pearls

Turkish terror attacks
teach valuable lessons

E-mail darts and pals In hrn'/edp^ hoi mail.com
Dais & Pats are submitted anonymously and printed an a spaceauiilahl, basis. Submissions arc based upon one /tenon V optnum of a
%i\rn situation, person or esrnt and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

AdamSharp

Pat...

Dart...
A thank-you-so-much-for-your-uncondihonal-help" pat to my two suitemates
who helped me dig through the dumpster
behind my dorm to find my car keys that I
threw out by accident.
Fnim a grateful sophomore who never will
place her car keys in a while hag again.

A "please-grow-up-and-act-like-theSouthern-gentlemen-you-all-claim-tobe" dart lo the brothers of a certain fraternity who think it is cool to tip over the
dumpster every weekend in Forest Hills
From a group of vinor y/r/s wliocannol noil
lo graduate and meet bou~ with class.

Dart...

Pat...

A "who-made-you-God's-gift-to-GraftonStovall-Theatre" dart to all the jerks who had
the audacity to cut in line at the "Gothika"
sneak preview.
From three disgusted seniors who waited two
liours in the freezing cold and didn't get in.

A "your-gorgcous-smile-lights-up-yourwhole-face" pat lo the shaggy haired guy
who works in the JMU Bookstore.
From a freshman who would buy an outrtftomly priced twttlikirl fvri in knit
you wail on her.

Pat...

Dart...
An 'it-may-not-be-a-Lexus-but-myGeo-slill-deserves-respect" dart to the
jerks in my apartment complex who
smashed a variety of fruit into the side
and front of my car Friday night
Serif in by a senior wlio loves aiul cares tor her
little car. and thinks you -Jumld pay lier back for
the $7 she spent wasliing iff hardencil fruit goo.

A "thanks-for-being-our-eye-candy" pat
to the senior baseball player who washes his
car 10 times a week without his shirt on.
From your junior neighbors who enjoy the
show and will miss you when you graduate
in three weeks.
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The recent suicide bombings
in Turkey provide an excellent
opportunity for a slightly less
impassioned analysis of terrorism two years after Sept. 11,2001,
and one year before the US.
presidential elections. Hopefully,
those who consider themselves
involved in the fight against terrorism can see that this generation's ideological struggle currently is rooted in important misconceptions about the enemy
The first lesson the rubble
from Turkey teaches is thai the
fight against terrorism cannol
rely on simply infiltrating and
destroying al Qaeda. In Arabic,
al Qaeda signifies "the base,"
reflecting Osama bin Laden's
desire not just to create a terrorist organization, but also to
establish a foundation for the
creation of other groups lhat
are affiliated with, but not controlled by. al Qaeda leadership.
While pursuing the leadership
of al Qaeda is a valuable and necessary action, such an appiuach
only hastens the decentralization
of tenur, a devekipment lhat will
lead to a randomization of tenor
attacks Officials fighting terrorism now cannol know whether to
plan against ideokigica) and political attacks, such as those carried
cnit against highly visible. Wstem
targets, or psychological attacks,
such as the c^rungh/ random
suicide bombings performed by
Hamas in Israel and the recent
attack in Saudi Arabia.
The attacks in Turkey show
al Qaeda's influence, but possibly not its fingerprints. An al
Qaeda affiliate, the Abu Hafs alMasri Brigades, has taken
responsibility for the attacks,
according to the Nov. 22 issue of
The Washington Post. Turkish
government officials know of at
least 1,050 Turkish men who
have fought with or been
trained by al Qaeda operatives
in Afghanistan or elsewhere.
Whether or not senior al
Qaeda leaders knew of or possibly
blessed the Turkish attacks, it is
evident thai at k'ast one attack was
sophisticated enough to suggest al
Qaeda training. Roger Short, the

British consul general in Turkey,
entered the British Consulate last
Thursday only two minutes
before a truck burst through the
entrance and exploded
Amateurs and brash ideologues do not develope suddenly the surveillance and
tracking skills necessary for
such a precise attack
Such reconnaissance suggests a mature understanding of
tracking and monitoring, training, that most, likely was
received from al Qaeda camps
in Afghanistan from Islamist
guerrillas trained by CIA operatives to fight against the Soviets
during the '80s.
Unfortunately, the second
lesson the world can learn
from the Turkish attacks is
that today's terrorists are not
interested in moderate Islamic
governments. Terrorists are
willing to risk an authoritarian crackdown In order to justify their assertion that only a
pure Islamist state where religion and government are
fused can work.
This scary idea is argued persuasively by David Rothkopf in
the Outlook section of yesterday's Washington Post. Rothkopf
is chairman and co-founder of
Intellibridge Corporation, a
business that provides knowledge management and analysis
for the private sector.
In his column entitled
"Terrorist Logic: Disrupt the
2004 Election," Rothkopf asserts
that terrorists want to create fear
in the public so that hard-line
conservative politicians and
military leaders can gain power.
Rothkopf argues that such international law-and-order leadership actually benefits terrorists.
This idea is backward to
American ears. To the American
voter used to casting ballots for
politicians promising to crack
down on crime, hard-line policies strike fear into criminals
and make the streets safer. Thus,
such policies can be duplicated
for the war on terrorism.
Terrorists don't have the
see LESSONS, page 7
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What's the best
part of
Thanksgiving
dinner and why?

k

"Spending time
with family btmusc
I don't get to see
them that often.''

"Being in a food
coma for the whole
weekend."

Christina Hoang

(1

freshman, pre-SMAD/pre-SCOM

junior, computer science

Anand Kao

"The leftovers that you
have to eat far the rest
of the week."

"Tofurkey because
I'm a vegan."

Uyen Ta

All Milhin
sophomore, studio art

junior, history

♦

LESSONS: Terrorists seek retaliation
IJiSSONS.from page 6
same menial pnxesses as street
criminals, however. A terrorist
operates because of ideological
notions concerning America or
Western society. Some of these
notions may include beliefs that
Western society is antagonist!.
toward Muslims and Islam and
that Western governments seek
control over Muslim countries
Therefore, a terrorist justifies
the attacks of Sept 11 by citing
the above ideas. The U.S.
response to al Qaeda's attacks
was to invade Afghanistan and,
by guilt of association and opportunity, Iraq. To Americans this
response makes sense, since it
shows a "get tough" policy
toward terrorists — a policy that
the American public believes
works with criminals.
Terrorists, however, gleefulj ly point to the American inva-

sions and (vcupations .is proof
that Western governments hate
Muslims and Islam and desire
to control Muslim nations
leriori-i r« miters point to the
validity of their beliefs based
on this "undeniable e\ idence.
The solution? No one would
argue that the United 'states
should do nothing about terror
ism. The Hick is to fight the WII
on terrorism in such a way that
actually does not strengthen termrists. mother words, we mug]
not be what they say we ne
Ov possible solution is to
encourage countries, such as
Turkey and Saudi Arabia to hunt
and prosecute their htvne-gmwn
terrorists without the United
States interrogating or im.in ei.iting individuals t| (,u,intanamo
Bay. Turkish and Siudi leaders
know they have much to fear
from militant Islamists at home

ami should be CUUUUUVt.
Second, U.S. leaders must
allow the American public to
decide whether this country ifighting to bring freedom and
democracy to the Middle Fast
Of Instead simply wishes to
keep itself safe. One option
requires US, troops to be stationed abroad for many years
and will involve the United
States In local power struggles.
I he Other option calls lor
IS leaders to pursue defensive policies thai not only will
keep America safe now, but
Kir decades
Policies that
allow terrorists to claim they
were right about American
motives are examples of failed
thinking that will increase the
threat to American lives now
and in the vears to come.
Adam M. Sharp is ii junior
fbfdgn languages major.
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HOROSCOPES
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging.
i

Todays Birthday (Nov. 24). You may feel as if the whole world revolves around you this year, and it
does. You're smart, wise, energetic and cute, but you don't know everything yet. Keep studying, and
you can become awesome.

■1

3

'

14
17

Arle» March 21-April 19
AT Today is a 10 - Your fame is expanding, your
V^ rnerwls are increasing, and you're getting
1^7 wiser, too. Don't forget the important details,
and be sure to watch where you're going.

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

a

28

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 6 - Your creative energies should
■ be flowing. Not everything will go exactly
as planned, however, including the costs.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
— -» Today is a 9 - They say the most powerful
^■^gj force in the universe is love. You should
^^^ soon be able to prove th.i! for yourself
and your sweetheart.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
t Today is a 1 - The beautiful dream you
envision is probably-on the other side of
a terrible mess that's had you feeling
apprehensive. You can't get over there
by yourself Get help.

m

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Feed me and I
live. Give me
drink and I die.
What am I?

Answer to la'.t
inkstand

55

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
t^L Today is an 7 - You should be having a
^P wonderful time, no matter where you find
i^V yourself. The company couldn't be better,
and you always do well when you're with
a good team.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
Today is a 8 - Something you've been
JF jk^ hoping for finally comes true, in a way
^^41 V that you didn't expect. If you're after truth
"r and justice, your wish comes true at just
the right time.
Tribune Media Services
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_a7r~ Today is a 5 - You may feel an urge to shut
fJ)-» down and hide out. This is perfectly natural.
Cz^D Schedule accordingly

J■

XI

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

29

"

ACROSS
1 Move slightly
5 Points of
embarkation
10 Play parts
14 Despise
15 Mystery story?
16 Piece of
equipment
17 Chilled
18 Spring
bloomer
19 Travel before
takeoff
20 Start of Calvin
Coolidge quote
22 Become
established
23 Follow the
winner
24 Sun shield
25 Hidden
28 First course
30 Sharif of films
31 "The
of
Wakefield"
32 City near
Lourdes
35 Part 2 of quote
39 Lunched
40 Taylor or
Adoree
41 Small singing
group

42 Throws
43 Tete toppers
45 Fine-tune
48 Exclusive
49 Barbarian
50 End of quote
55 Redhead
Lucille
56 Shoelace end
57 Call from
the crib
58 Fencer's foil
59 Below, in
poems
60 Tied
61 Clan division
62 Edgy
63 Relative
position
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aj\ Today is a 9 - You're so powerful today,
yjSJp you may nut know your own strength
(I "*' Somebody who's been trying to keep you
locked up in a cage doesn't have a chance.
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Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle

RiDDi.KoftheDay

■

1

¥

Gemini May 21 -June 21
^t fc^ Today is an 8 - Several changes need to be
fluff made, and they II become obvious You ve
fA\ Put some of them off for way too long.
You'll be happier once they're completed

»

"

21

*>
1

j Today is a 2 - Take a moment or two, or
three, or maybe the entire day, to figure
out exactly what you have and where
you'll go from here.

a

7

I

30

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
y

8

23

$:

Taurus April 20-May 20
^■k I Today is a 4 - A startling development
^JK) brings new status and respect It's a sur6-3^ prise to others, but you planned it all
along. You don't have to tell them that.

1
H

At

Today is an 3 - This time the trouble
comes in the beginning, as you learn.
Once you get this puzzle figured out,
you'll be amazed at your success. It's not
an easy job, but it's not impossible.
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52

51

1
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DOWN
1 Something to
bark
2 Tex-Mex order
3 News piece
4 Danger period
5 Most wan
6 Ms. Oyl
7 Stir up
8 Skier's ride
9 As written
10 Join the
audience
11 Raccoon
cousin
12 Poisonous
substance
13 Supporting
loop
21 Neither fish
fowl
22 Crowd of bees
24Jal
25 Pop choice
26 Leave out
27 Flower holder
28 Opposing
teams
29 Belly problem
31 Jacket slit
32 Pierre's pop
33 Landed
34 ETs' rides
36 Obliterate

37 Brooding
place
38 Decorative
strip
42 Veal slice
43 Clare _ Luce
44 Santa's helper
45 French clerics
46 Hang in
loose folds
47 Syrupy drink
48 Editorial
directives
50 S-shaped
molding
51
Bator,
Mongolia
52 Island near
Sumatra
53 Warning sign
54 Lending
institution
56 Industrious
insect

■'

J

i ft e not too date, toplace 0,00^ re^wv-atfon with
The, Commons,
Soatk l/kty
amStone^ (fate/
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
The Commons

South View

Stone Gate

Office Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30-7:00
Saturday-Sunday
12:00-4:00
1068 N Lois Lane
432-0600

www.lbl.llmited.com
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Twirlers sh

their talents
on international levels
Story by senior writer Kristen Green
Photo by senior photographer Kristen Green

When people hear the word athlete,
twirling level and talent, etcetera. I definitely agree with the fact that there is
they often don't first think of baton
a strong sense of competition in baton twirling."
twirlers. However, somewhere
The girls who compete for the JMU spot, such as Moore and Thompson,
between the worlds of dance and
have superb credentials, from versatility and skill level to winning titles on
rhythmic gymnastics lies twirling. Three students at
state, national and even world levels. For JMU auditions, twirlers were
JMU have taken the sport to the heights of its competiasked to perform a 2:30-minute routine, as well as a aeries of combinations
tive levels. By doing so, they have proved that others'
— with two and three batons — for the band staff.
knowledge of a sport is not an indication either of its com"I tried out for the position my sophomore year after transpetitiveness or its level of difficulty.
ferring into JMU, but I think one of the main concerns was that 1
World-recognized with its own national organization,
was only going to be here for three years," Moore said. "1 definitely
twirlers work hard both in competition and exhibition-type
believe that there were favorites, but 1 think there were a lot of
settings. The United States Twirling Association has a memfacts about my audition and my twirling history that were left
bership of over 6,000 — 750 of which are of professional staunknown to those whom it would have been necessary." Moore
tus, according to its Web site, www.uslwirlmg.com. Whether 5
felt that, based on her personal twirling achievements, she was
' years old or in their 20s, twirlers compete in multiple age
worthy of the feature twirler position.
groups and in various categories such as solo, strut, duet,
Practicing for hours every day, twirlers face injuries
dance twirl, and two or three batons, either as an individual or
i i as broken and sprained fingers and ankles, broken bones
part of a team, according to the Web site.
and noses and torn anterior cruciate ligaments in their knees
"I feel that [twirling] is so incredibly aerobkrally challenging that
resulting from the large amounts of practice time required to
it surpasses many of those in which we do already classify as sports,"
make it into the sport's elite. Practicing four or five hours
Mid sophomore Kathleen Ferraro, who has been twirling for 10 years
daily was not uncommon for Moore; however, practice
and competing for seven yean.
times varied between individuals and their skill levels and
Ferraro, holder of such titles as Miss Majorette of America,
whether practicing with a team or by themselves.
Miss Majorette of the Mid-Atlantic, Miss Majorette of Maryland,
"We are coached by individual coaches who push
Miss Twirl Mania, five world strut titles, World Solo Champion
us through rigorous practices of perhaps 40-hour
and both Maryland and Georgia Strutting Champion, has strong
weeks," Ferraro said. "We are restricted from doing
feelings about baton twirling being a sport.
things that would alter our muscle mass or training,
9 n
"One of the main reasons why [twirling! > °* considered a sport
such as sitting in hot tubs."
is due to the fact that modeling and interview act as part of the judgBoth Moore and Thompson teach twirling
ing process — as the women compete in 'pageants,"" Ferraro said.
to younger competitors when not at JMU. While
Competitive twirling has four levels — novice, beginner, intermediafter college Moore would like to take over her
ate and advanced. To move from one to the other, competitors must
old teacher's group in her hometown of
acquire a certain number of first place finishes in their category, accordRichmond and possibly compete, Thompson
ing to Ferraro. The categories further are broken down into age divisions,
would like to become a National Baton
from 6 years old and under, 7 to 9 years old, 10 to 12 years old, 13 to 15
Twirling Association certified judge and
years old, 16 to 25 years old and the college-age division, although twirlers
eventually start her own twirling group
in college can compete in either their age category or the college category.
after completing law school.
A participant's age is taken as of Sept. 1 for that year, and that is the age
To begin twirling, one could look
that places him or her into a respective category.
through the phone book for any available
Twirling since age 4, sophomore Jaime Thompson, the feature twirler for the
instructors or do research and find a twirling
Marching Royal Dukes, has won such titles as Grand National Strutting
group in the area. Also, some dance studios
Champion, Miss Majorette of America, Grand National Twirling Champion, three
have classes and have begun to incorporate
Maryland Governor's Proclamations, has participated in two Grand
baton twirling into their offerings. The
National/World Dance twirl teams and has been a two-time World Team member
USTA's Web site abo may prove useful in
for the United States. An advanced-level twirler competing since the age of 5 both in
contacting members for more informaindividual and team competitions, Thompson turned down offers to twirl at the
tion about getting started in the sport
University of Mississippi, the University of Maryland and Georgia Southern
Although she hadn't twirled
University to attend JMU. Thompson said she chose JMU as her first choice college
with a band before coming to JMU,
because of academics — adding that twirling at JMU was "an added bonus"
Thompson ulmaoud that she greatly
Although some choose to and theii twirling careers once graduating high school,
appreciated the opportunities she
the opportunity does exist to twirl at JMU as the feature twirler for the Marching
had received as a result for
Royal Dukes. While it is an individual spot, there are several differences between coltwirling with the MRDs.
lege twirling and competitive twirling, according to Thompson.
"I'm grateful to the band
"College twirling isn't necessarily better than competitive twirling ... they are differstaff, (JMU Director of
ent," Thompson Mid, "1 love the thrill of competition, and walking off the floor knowing
Bands and his wife) Dr.
that all of my hard work had paid off. Competition twirling is much more stressful than
(Pat) and Mrs. (Glenda)
college twirling, but they equally are fun. College twirling is much more laid-back
Rooney, and the band
because you're around more people who are your own age."
program for giving me
With only one available twirling position at JMU, the competition can be fierce. Since other
the chance to continue
schools have entire squads of twirlers, or majorettes, there is more potential to nuke a squad rather
doing what I love in
than win a single position. That may have been the deciding factor in girls' decisions to attend a differcollege," Thompson
ent university, according to senior Lindsey Moore.
said. "Twirling has
Moore, who has been twirling since the age of 4, has won such honors as the Virginia Governor's
opened doors for me
Award, Miss Majonttc of Virginia, the World Strut Title, the Virginia State Show Twirl Title, Junior
that nothing else
Olympic National Team Mies and Junior Olympic National Freestyle Champion.
has, and participat"There are lots of girls who decide to go to other schools to twirl baton because of the fact that they
ing in it has given
have teams or squads, rather than one twirler," Moore said. "I, many times, considered going to another
me some of the
school simply to be able to twirl and have that opportunity. However, at schools with majorette squads,
greatest times of
they do have more standards they have to meet as a result of having an entire team — image, sjj
my life.'
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I like working with film ... For me. this
would be a good experience."

Next Exit

All-male a capella group
Exit 245 draws almost l.(KX)
fans with semester show.
SM

JZ

CONNOR FUX

senior

story below

ass story page 12

Acoustic versions easy listening in third Top Goes'
BY BRYAN BO \N

contributing writer

Hard as a rock
The Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame has announced its selections for the 2004 inductions,
which is to be held in New York
City March 15. Among the
musicians on the roster are the
Beatles' George Harrison, who
passed away two years ago. Bob
Seger, Prince and ZZ Top.
"These inductees represent
many influential genres of rock
'n' roll, including pop, funk,
soul, boogie and psychedelia.'
said Susan Fvans, the executer
director of the foundation, in an
article on the Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame Web site, icu-w.rockhallxom. Musicians who were
recognized by the Hall of Fame
in 2003 include AC/DC, The
Clash, the Police and The
Righteous Brothers.
Black
Sabbath, the Stooges and The
Sex Pistols narrowly missed
Hall of Fame honors. The museum portion of the Hall of Fame,
which is located in Cleveland,
houses such items as John
Lennon's report card and |im
Morrison's Cub Scout uniform.

Most people pledge their
lUtglanoi toont kind *>t music
■BAM oi snothsx SOOM people
tit Into the punk music scene,
while others Identify with the
hardcore or cmo scenes. All
genres are different in their
own way, but .ill contain one
k.v rlement — the guitar.
The compilation album,
"Punk Cioes Acoustic," which
features many different styles of
punk music which are brought
together bv the acoustii guitar
The compact disc is comprised of
20 songs — each bv ,t different
band. S>me recognizable bands
on the ( I > Include I he Starting

^—y

(d iivitw

NOteWorT/iY
line. The Atans, Taking Back
Sunday, Thrice, ITiursday,
Midtnwn, Kufio and Piebald.
This multiband showcase
is the third installment by
Fearless Records. TWo other
compilations by the record
company have preceded
"Punk Goes Acoustic" —
"Punk Goes Pop" and "Punk
Goes Metal," yet neither of
these albums ever will equal
the greatness of the latest one.
As the name of the album
indicates, the featured instru-

ment in each song is an acoustic
guitar. In multiple songs, there
are other instruments, such as
bass guitars, pianos and drums
are added, but none of them
detract from the effect of the
consistency of the guitar.
Punk rock artists selected to
appear on the album reworked
their songs, or even wrote new
songs, to serve the purpose of
the album, according to
wurw.indieworkshop.am, a Web
site reviewing independent
bands. Some of these artists
include Finch with "Letters to
You" and Taking Back Sunday's
song "Cute Without the E (Cut
from the Team)," both wellknown by the exposure of their
videos on Music Television.

The only drawback to the
album is that the persistent
presence of the acoustic guitar
can get boring. The acoustic
guitar is not the most electrifying of instruments and, after
constant listening, the sound of
the guitar becomes redundant.
If the album was closer to the
normal 12- to 15-song length,
the album's effect would not be
so watered down.
Unlike the other tracks,
"Firewater" by Yellowcard,
breaks away from the acoustic
element by also featunng drums,
violin, and a bass. It sounds the
most like a normal song.
Overall, the album is
thought out well, since selected artists were well-picked

KYRA PAPAF1L'
wmiir photographer

Think Fast contestants, Ml to right,
sophomore Bobby
McMahon and seniors Simon Hale and
Eric Stoffarahn competed In Friday
night's battle of wits
and useless trivia.
Steve Qozdowskl,
who won the overall
game, walked away
with $200 cash. The
University Program
Board sponsored the
traveling quiz show
In efforts to bring
nontradltlonal late
night events, according to UPB director
of variety entertainment Steven Shoup.
a sophomore.

Jacko the wacko
Pop icon Michael Jackson
once again is in the spotlight of
negative press after being
arrested Nov. 20 on charges of
molesting a child.
Freed on bail of $3 million,
Jackson's Neverland ranch near
Santa Barbara, Calif., was raided
after he was accused of fngag
ing in "lewd and lascivious
behavior" with a child, according to MSNBC.
Candlelight vigils have been
held across the United States and
Europe since
..
the arrest in
support of
J ackson,
accoiding to
CNNxom.

and delivered fluid songs,
which flowed together.
"Punk Goes Acoustic" gives
many bands a chance to exhibit
their natural, nonelectronically
enhanced talents, and will
entice many new listeners. The
fact that the record features
acoustic versions on songs
attracts a broader range of listeners, since the songs are presented in a less-harsh manner
than in their original studiorecorded forms
The whole CD runs longer
than 70 minutes, so it is good
background music for those
long weekend drives to or from
campus. To hear tracks on this
album, listen to 88.7 FM WXJM,
JMU's student-run radio station.

Contestants leave traveling quiz show with money, prizes

Media

reports have
said the child
at the center
of the allegations is 12
MICHAEL
years old.
J ACKSON
Jackson,
45, was handcuffed, booked and
fingerprinted in Santa Barbara
Thursday after a massive police
swoop on his nearby Neverland
ranch Tuesday. Jackson was led
into the sheriff's department in
handcuffs and emerged less than
an hour later, waving and flashing
a peace sign to a small group of
screaming fans, according to
reports on MSNBC
Aides refused to say whether
he intended to remain in the city
until his first court hearing Jan.
9, 2004. Jackson has been scrutinized for his close relationships
with children since 1993, when
he was accused of abusing a 13year-old boy.
Prosecutors said it is up to a
juvenile court to decide on the
custody of Jackson's three young
children should the question
arise, according to MSNBC.

BY SEAMUS O'CONNOR

contributing writer
Defying all [Ml Honor
Code vaiuea, cheating strongly
was encouraged Friday night at
the College Center.
Think Fast, a game show
that summoned the ambitious
and curious academics, gave
the audience the chance to participate and vie for a $200
grand pnze, according to host
Mike Ingweiller
Think Fast is a trivia-based
game in which contestants can
compete alone or in teams of
up to 9ix, Ingweiller told the
aualences as they piep.iteu' il_>
play Think last
Each team is given a fivebutton buzzer that it uses to
answer multiple<hoii I (JUM
tions in categories sin h as geography, literature, sports and
"name that tune," which
appeared on a pn>|ection screen
The quicker an Mftvtl i~
given, the more points the team
gets if it is corriTt ">pevd is a
Critical element m the game.

Points were awarded depending on how quickly a contestant
responded with the correct
answer, points decreasing as
time dwindled. The true key to
victory, though, was cheating,
as contestants use their friends,
teammates and the host's hints
as help with their responses.
"I'm going to encourage
cheating — if you can figure
out a way to cheat, do it," the
Detroit-based Ingweiller said.
He often dropped hints in his
questions and complimented
teams that worked together in
questionable methods.
Prizes such as T-shirts,
■'''I/is, lumo.iLi' u'ciu) arru1
Blockbuster gift certificates also
were won by audience members for answering special questions and performing strange
tasks, such as producing an out
of-state driver's license to cohost Jason Barrett.
Think Fast came to 1 Ml hosted by the University Program
Board. The event was designed
to "Provide students with an
alternative to going out (drink-

-66
I'm going to encourage
cheating — if you can
figure out a way to
cheat, do it.
— Mike Ingweiller
ThinSFtsl host

95
ing)," said freshman Jeremy
Paredes, UPB director of media
and public relationsAccording to sophomore
Sftrir Shoup, UPB director of
variety entertainment, the
game show fit the bill of a fun,
interactive program with
incentives. UPB supplied all
the prizes as an attempt to
draw students to nontraditional programs on campus.
"Even if you're the last
person, you can win (playing
Think Fast)," Shoup said.
"No one's a loser."
Think Fast required con-

testants to provide the real
name of mob boss 'Teflon
Don,' name the smiling face on
MAD magazine. The game
also asked for the name of the
largest African nation, and to
identify Donald Rumsfeld's
voice. All these questions and
more were posed to the teams
that battled in the final round
for the $200 cash prize.
The final winner of the night
was Steve Gozdowski. Leader
of his team of four, Gozdowski
claimed to be "the master of all
useless knowledge on the planet" Gozdowski, however, won
narrowly over loner sophomorc Bobby McMahon, who
was one question away from
grabbing the championship
himself. "I felt like I was on
'Jeopardy,'" McMahon said.
McMahon credits his success to
watching a lot of television.
Even those who never were
close to victory enjoyed the experience. Sophomore Shannon
Mahoney, a participant in the
final round who lost her spot
after giving an incorrect answer.

said she "wanted to get up
onstage," but was upset at having to leave Freshman Claire
Williamson said the show was
witty and funny — sentiments
shared by several other audience participants. The host kept
the show running smoothly
and vibrantly with his sharp
wit, she said.
When an anonymous
streaker ran past the windows
of the College
Center,
Ingweiller quipped, "That is
the first naked man in the history of Think Fast."
Paredes called the experience a success and expressed
interest in possibly hosting
other events in the future with
TJohnE, the company that
produces Think Fast — as
well as other activities, such
as the murder mystery recently hosted at JMU
If students hear of the return
of Think Fast, they may want to
pull their friends together, prepare to get wild, and remember
that AMD's mascot is none
other than Alfred E. Newman.

CONCERT REVIEW

A cappella concert crowds 1,000 collegians in semester show
All-male Exit 245's Ginormous Fall Jam delivers perfect match for peanut butter sandwich
NATASHA LAITNIK/

•uep/tmtmplu-'
All-male a capella
group Exit 245
hosted It*
Ginormous Fall
Jam Friday night
In the College
Canter Grand
Ballroom Tha
event draw close
to 1.000 fans
and was a fund
raiser for tha
group to produce
albums and to
travel, according
to Exit 24S president Brian King,
a Junior.

BY KATIE AUSTEN

contributing writer

There must be something
about men who can sing because
an audience of almost 1,000
arrived in droves for Exit 245's
Ginormous Fall Jam Friday night.
Carefully selected songs, a
new lighting board, choreography and the group's talent left
the audience awed in a standing ovation.
Screaming fans — mostly
comprised of female students
— packed the house of the
College Center Grand Ballroom
to see the all-male a capella
group perform such songs as
"Don't Cry" by Seal, "Zak and
Sara" by Ben Folds Five and
"Amsterdam" by Guster.

"People
were
everywhere." said Exit 245 member James Minnix, a sophomore. "At 10 minutes to 8
[p.m.], the tickets were sold
out. It was awesome."
The crowd's bursting energy was reflected not only in
the performance of Exit 245,
but also by the opening and
intermission acts of senior Mia
Jones and Graham Cochrane,
respectively. Both were brave
acoustic guitar players who
gave a more mellow tone to
the evening in contrast to Exit
245's exploding liveliness.
"I was really excited to open
for them," said Jones, who also
opened for Phil Vassar at the
I lomecoming
concert
in
October. "I was thrilled that

they asked me to do this."
Exit 245 seemed confident
on the stage, as seen through
the members' nonverbal interactions with one another. Exit
245 mad a capella appear flawless and entertaining to watch,
and the energy that it gave off
was contagious to the crowd.
"We have a great time
onstage." said Exit 245 member
Mike Cordingley, a freshman.
"We feed off each other onstage."
Justin Timberlake's "Cry Me
A River" was one of the best
songs of the evening The featured singer of this selection,
junior Jon McNamara. had a
charming and smooth stage
presence He gave off an air of
*r EXIT, pagt 12
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No matter where you bought them,
We'll buy them bock.*
'Current market value applies.

GET A PRIZE OR DISCOUNT ON EVERY GAMECARD!
PI IIQ ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN
rlm\M9 A SKI TRIP FOR 2 TO COLORADO!

Additional Buyback Locations:
Ashby Crossing Club House
Dec. 8-11 9am-5pm
lane Showker Lobby Dec. 8-12
9am - 5pm
Festival, College Center Dec. 8-11
11am-7pm
& Dec. 12 11am-3pm

*?. . JAMES

MADISON
UNIVERSITY.

BOOKSTORE
www.imu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121

Get used books early

Ollettxom
ONLINE. ON CAMPUS.
^
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Casting call: Satiric portrayal seeks stars EXIT:
Student film "That's a More" summons student actors to Warren Hall for early auditions
BY SARAH MANLEY

staff writer
tIMttW

rVhDt it may
not be headed
tor the C annes
Film Festival in
France quite yet,
a satirical film
written by two students is on its
way to the JMU Student Film
I <stn.il to be held next March.
Auditions were held Friday
for "That's a More." a comedy
written by juniors Mike Taft
and Matt Rondeau. "The film
is about a male student who is
trying to deal with the different social scenes here at JMU,"
Rondeau said.
The film exaggerates life
and social interactions involving an average JMU male,
according to Taft.
Ron.Iran said, "We wanted
to point out, and make fun of,
the social Customs that people
think they have to live by, so,
basically, it's a satire"
According to Taft, the film's
name came from a play on
words of the Italian phrase
"that's amore," meaning "that's
love." In the film's title, "a

kiW

NATASHA 1APT1K/U<«r;>h*)fraph

Senior Janna Ridley auditions for trie Dim -That'* a More,"
which will premiere at the 2004 JMU Student Film Festival.

Aiake over Mad ness
Submit a photo of a friend at his or
her fashion "finest" and a short
explanation as to why he or she
deserves (or needs) a make over.
Please include your e-mail and
phone contact information.
Submissions are due to TPie
freeze office in the basement of
Anthonu-Seeger Hall or e-mail
submissions and photos to
papafikebu TOD Ay.

the Harrisonburg Department
more" is a social blunder.
The movie will include of Transportation is letting us
scenes involving interactions at film on one of their buses
parties, on the bus and in class- while it is off duty," Taft arid
Rondeau and Taft's audiroom settings, Taft said.
Throughout the 20-minute tion advertisement, which
film, the main character, only was posted for one areas'
Luke, who Taft said loosely is around campus, attracted
based on Rondeau, has an many student actors left and
imaginary character in his Rondeau auditioned about 20
mind who gives him advice students who wen Interne: I
about how to fit in and be in being in "That's a More'."
"I really like independent
cool. "[The Him is| set in reality, but it's very surreal, most- films, and I like to be involved
ly because there is an imagi- with the people who make
them," said freshman Dawn
nary character," Taft said.
The writers said they wen' Rice, who auditioned for the film.
inspired to write this script
"1 think it's great to get Involved
when they attended the JMU with anti-industry films."
SeniorCormor Fux arid, I like
Student Film Festival last year
and realized that they, too,could working with film. As a theatre
major.
1 don't have an opportunimake a movie that audiences
would enjoy, according to ty to do that. For me. this would
Rondeau.
"JMU
students be a good experience "
should be abk- to relate to a lot
According to Rondeau, the
of the social customs we use in auditions were a success, as they
the movie," he said. "I just hope received a good turnout and
they think it's funny"
saw talented volunteer actors.
The script, which took The cist will be contacted today.
"That's a More is one Of
about three months to complete, will be produced on the several films that will run at
JMU campus and in surround- the JMU Student Film Festival
ing areas in January and next semester at GraftonFebruary. "For the bus scene, Stovall Theatre in March.

Soaked
AMY PATERSON/
ISSOr phi>li>sriipher

Muelle. a band
comprised of
JMU alumni,
opened for rock
bands Sponge
and Graham
Cotton In a show
at the Wilson
Hall Auditorium
last Wednesday.
The concert waa
the result of a
semester-long
effort by music
Industry students In
MUI 422.

Fall jam
spreads
a capella
fever

EXIT, from page 10

confidence and lyrically sounded
almost
identical
to
Timberlakc, even during the
song's many high notes.
The gmup introduced many
new selections, but the hit of the
night as Men thmugh the audience's reaction, was its rendition
of early '<<0s pop songs. After
intermission. Exit 245 came out
adorned in sideways hats,
bleached jean jackets and
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle Tshirts, only to belt out songs
such as "Step by Step," "Please
Don't CHI Girl," and "Right
Stuff" flawlessly, which nnginallv wen- performed by New
Kldl On the Block.
The group showed maturity
and class with its ability to smile
off its mistakes. When the notes
wcwi't hit the way there wen'
supposed to be hit, members
would smile, do a little dance
and the audience would scream
and cheer even mon\
A fog machine, candles
jars of jam outlining the stage
and a lighting board added
to the aura of the show. On
slower songs, lit candles and
a disco ball were used to provide a striking, and dramatic,
atmosphere.
The flashing lights during the
mote upbeat tunes added to the
comincss of the evening set bv
the advertising campaign, which
consisted of the jam-covered
faces of a few Exit 245 members
The overall mix of lights and
their energy was amazing.
"A capella is an awesome
way to perform songs sung by
other artists in a new fashion,"
said David Daubert. who
attended the show. "Regardless
of musical talent. Exit 245 is a
performance you can't miss."

Visit our convenient locations:

Main
color copies,
digital output, faxing,
notepads,resumes,
binding,notccards,
transparencies
lamination,
enlargements,
reductions,
graphics,
calenders,
class projects

Mte accept FLEX. Departmental niika_Acct,unts

HASH,

Medical Art!
Suite Jl
X8326J

CISAT
IIIIS Building
Room 1002
X8873I

anri r.h»rks
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"I knew coming into the game
thai we were going to have to rely
heavily on the freshmen."

Scoreboard

SPORTS

Santa* Nov. 23
Women's Basketball
Jacksonville Slate
JMU

64
68
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DWAYNE BROYLES

senior forward/guard

FOOTBALL-

Blowout loss ends season
Seniors finish JMU careers with 41-24 loss to Huskies
Northeastern University entered
Saturday's game needing a win to
keep its Division l-AA playoff hopes
alive. [MU coach Mickey Matthews,
with his fob possibly in jeopardy |ust
needed a win.
The Huskies
Saturday
exited Za ne
Showker Field at
\L
Bridge forth
41
Stadium likely
playoff-bound
JMU
.itler a 41-24
blowout victory
over the Dukes,
who finished a fourth-straight season
without a winning record, going 6-6.
Meanwhile, Matthews left his office
uncertain of his future with |MU.
As it has done all season against
Atlantic 10 Conference opponents, JMU
started out slow. The Dukes managed to
hold the Huskies to a field goal on their
first possession of the game, but frnind
themselves in a 10-0 first quarter deficit
after quarterback Shawn Brady connected with tight end Shane Hopkins
for a I-yard touchdown pass.
"This is the first time in
Northeastern history we have had
back-to-back eight-win seasons,"
Northeastern coach Dan Brown said.
"VJe came out and answered the bell
really well today. Brady's numbers
were flawless, and running back Tim
Gale chipped in [running the ball]
well. When we can get it going on the
defensive side, create some turnovers
and give our offense easy opportunities, good things tend to happen."
On the ensuing kickoff, two Dukes
return men collided, and the ball
bounced off red-shirt sophomore tight
end Casime Harris' shoulder pads
and onto the turf. NarthtMteffl neoov<
ered the fumble and, lour plays later.
running back Peter Harris scored from
2 yards out, making the game 17-0 in
favor of the Huskies
"You can't give Northeastern any-

E

K

Offensive Player of the Week

DRKW WILSOT*<rni..r ptuno^rupher
Red-shirt freshman running back Maurice Fenner breaks through defenders on his way upfleM In Saturday's loss.

thing because they re that good,"
Matthews said. "You can't turn the
kill over like we did against the best
team in the league and expect to win."
Coming into the game, Matthews
said he expected the Huskies to blitz
earli and often, so Ins shield had to
i.ike advantage of the risks
Northeastern took by making big
plays on offense.
Red-shirt |unior quarterback Matt
I eZotte had opportunities early in the

game to break open a long gain, but
overthrew wide open receivers and
threw into double coverage other
times U'Zotte threw two interceptions on the day, while the Huskies
capitalized on the Dukes' mistakes —
scoring 28 points -is a result of JMU's
four tumours
"LeZotte overthrew the ball over
the middle — that was a misfire,"
Matthews said. "We have a cardinal
rule to never overthrow the curl

route, but he did. All game, he just
made two really bad throws, and
they took advantage."
The game also saw the Dukes say
farewell to four seniors — linebacker
Dennard Melton, wide receiver Alan
Harrison and defensive ends ferame
Southern and 'IIm Smith. Melton tallied a game-high 17 tackles, whik*
Southern and Smith compiled five
see DIKES, page U

Barbosa ignites Dukes in victory

Women's team
places fifth in race.

JMU Ux»k a 1-point bad .it
tin- 10 SK mark ol the first half
Saturday, ,md the IXike*. never
trailed amfei as they rlnfratari
Furman UhlVOltlys 7H-72, at
the Convocation Center.
I rethfllftn guard Kay
Barbosa, pla\ big in nil first col-

Freshman guard paces JMU in 78-72 win in season opener
B>

BRAD RICHARDS

sports editor

Ieg i ate
game.
came off

Saturday

I iiim.in
the bench
and lento*
ed JMU.
|MU
'
He jumpstarted the
Duke*.
offence while helping push
them out to an 11-point lead
midway through the first half.
Barbosa admitted afterward that he was anxious and
had butterflies prior to the tip,
but, as the BUM wore on, lie
became more comfortable
Senior forward /guard
Dwayne Broyles said,
I
knew coming into the game
that we were going to have
to rely heavily on the treshmen. [Barhosa] stepped Up
big tonight."
Coach Sherman Dtllard
said, "Ray came in and had
a fantastic first half for us
and had a really good game
for us. [Barbosa] was very
aggressive and knocked
down some big ihoti
Barbosa scored 28 points
on 11 of 15 shooting in his
debut, and he connected on
four out of five 3-poinl
attempts, thnv of which came
during the first half.
Despite the early lead,
the Paladins didn't give up.
Furman
made
several
attempts at closing the gap
At the o:55 mark of the sec-

-4<There is a lot of youth
out there, but these
guys are working
extremely hard...
—Sherman Dillard
men* basketball coach

99
ond half, JMU was up by 13
points, and the Paladins
started to chip away at the
lead. Forward Ndoye
Maleye scored a game-high
32 points, and helped bring
Furman within 3 points
with 2:35 remaining in the
game; it would not get any
closer than that.
"We expected they were
going to make a nin," senior
pt int guani Chris Williams said.
"Everybody makes a run at
some time during the game."
The team's "job is to fight
back and to not give up."
Dillard said, "I thought we
were tested. We were definitely
challenged tonight."
The veteran players for
the Dukes stayed aggressive
as they helped fend off
Furman by scoring ■even i»t
the team's final 10 points in
the last two minutes.
Bniyles had two field goals
and a foul shot, junior guard
I >amel Freeman had a lay-up
and senior point guard Chris
V\illi,ims added a free thniw.
The Convocation Center
crowd of almost 4,000 people witnessed the debut of
both Barbosa and red -shirt
sophomore forward David
Cooper, who added some

CHRIS LAB/rjA/Mfinw i*ht*i>sniplvr
Red-shirt sophomore forward David Cooper leaps toward the
basket before he dunks on a Furman University defender.

of his own energy to the
opening night crowd.
Cooper got the crowd to
its feet in the first half when
he stole the ball at halfcourt
and went in for a one-handed dunk for his first 2 collegiate points. Later in the
game, he added another 2
points to his total of 9,
when he broke tree of the
Paladins' defense and
threw down another onehanded slam.
JMU showed resilience in
fighting off the Paladins' comeback, but Dillard remained

Rookie of the Week
Punter Christian Kocgel averaged a personal-best 475 yards on
four punts for the University of
Massachusetts in a .11-17 win over
the University of Rhode Island.
Koegel placed two punts inside
the Rams' 20-yard line and had a
pair of 57-yard punts for the
Minutemen. He is averaging 39.6
yards per punt for the season.
Spec. Teams Player of the Week
The College of William &
Mary's defensive back Marques
Bobo ran back a punt (W yards for
a touchdown on the Tribe's first
possession at the game. Bobo's
first career punt return for a touchdown helped William & Mary
defeat in-state opponent, the
University of Richmond, 59-21.
—from slag reports

— VOLLEYBALL —

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Bahnuk,
Dukes
winIC4A's

Amateur Athletes of America
(IC4A) Cross Country
Championships, hosted by
Fordham University Saturday.
In the 95th running of the
event, JMU captured its first
ever IC4A championship.
Senior Mark Bahnuk placed
10th, and junior Ted Herbert
tmished 11th to lead the
Dukes to victory.
Freshman C.W. Moran was
DM Iirst freshman to complete
the race, placing 17th overall,
in a time of 25:48. Senior John
Prater finished wth in 25:50,
sophomore Josiah
Cadle
placed 27th in 25:58 and junior
I van Kevs placed 40th, running with a time of 26:14.
JMU won the race with a
total of 71 points, while
Princeton University finished a close second with 86
points. Bahnuk, Herbert,
Moran and Fraser all were
Kiven All-East accolades.
The women's cniss countr)
team placed fifth in Ihr HUM
meet. Senior Jennifer I apetoda
led the Dukes, placing fourth
in a time of 18:19
Sophomores Shannon
Saunders and
Nelly
Anderson, finished 11th and
17th, respectively, in times
of 18:32 and 18:44.'
JMU totaled 116 points.
Yale University won the race
with 40 points and four runners in the top 10.
—from staff reports

E

Defensive Players of the Week
University of Delaware
defensive end Shawn Johnson
recorded a pair of sacks and
forced a fumble in the Blue Hens
20-17 win at Villanova
University Johnson collected
five unassisted stops, including
three for loss and leads the conference with 12 sacks and 21
tackles for a loss.
University of New Hampshire
linebacker George Yasso notched
25 sacks for the Wildcats, forced a
fumble and snagged an interception during the Wildcats' 47-27
victory over the University of
Maine. Yasso registered eight tackles on the afternoon, including
three tackles for loss

—CROSS COUNTRY-

[MarcoUegiiW A*Mda0on of

W

Hofstra University wide
receiver Marques Colston set a
school record with 267 receiving yards on seven catches in
Hofstra's 49-42 overtime loss at
liberty University Saturday.
Colston had three touchdown
catches of 91,59 and 16 yards.

Whs HI INN
assistant Sportt editor
BY

The men's cross country
team placed first in the'

Players
of the
7

realistic following the game,
stating that there are some
things that he saw in the
Dukes' play that need to be
addressed, but they are fixable.
"I think you will see this
team get better as a basketball team," Dillard said.
"There is a lot of youth out
there, but these guys are
working extremely hard,
and I am so proud of them
for the way they work."
The Dukes take on the
Mountaineers of West Virginia
University tonight at 7 p.m. at
the Convocation Center.

JMU loses
to George
Mason in
semifinals
The women's volleyball
team lost to No. 2-seeded
George Mason University,
3-1, in the semifinals of the
2003 Colonial Athletic
Association Volleyball
Championships Friday at
the Bob Carpenter Center
located on the Universty of
Delaware campus.
Senior
m i d d I
blocker Dana |
lones l.illusl
17 kills for the
No. !Vseedod I
Dukes m IHT I
final game at
JMU. Sht
also was '
named to her second-straight AllCAA first-team selection.
Last season's CAA Rookie
of the Year sophomore setter
Krysta Cannon earned secondteam All-CA A honors. She also
totaled eight digs in the match.
Sophomore outside hitter
Emilee Hussack, freshman middle blocker Ashley Copenhaver
and junior middle blocker Kate
Fuchs all chipped in with double-digit kills.
GMU was led by outsider hitter and three-time CAA Player of
the Year Aline Pereira, who collected a match-high » kills.
Natalia Pomsa added 11 kills,
nine digs and four block assists.
The Patriots went on to defeat
Hofstra University 3-1 Saturday,
earning their second consecutive
CAA champkmship.
The Dukes end their season at 14-13, after seeing their
four-game winning streak
snapped by GMU.
—from staff reports
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Still looking for housing next year?
BREW WILSON/jfliinr/ihjOBnvftn
Coach Mickey Matthews exits the IMd Mowing the Duke*' 41-24 Iocs to Northeastern University.
According to growing public speculation, the loss may have been Ms last game coaching at JMU.

1342 L Hunter's Ridge
5 bedroom Condo
Completely furnished
3 full baths
Cathedral ceiling In living room

DUKES: Matthews'
job status still in limbo
DUKES, from payr M
and three. ■snetUrd) Harrison
finished the aftermxm with eight
catches for 72 yards.
"[Reality! set in when I was
taking my pads off and looking
aniund [the kicker nxim], realizing 1 wasn't going to sec them
again like this," Harrison said.
"I'm going to miss being there,
hanging out — for four years you
take it for granted. This k«s is
really disaprxxnting."
Matthews said, ThcM
guys have had a great career
at JMU. Harrison made some
catches, Mellon was all over
the place and both of our
ends played well today."
Northeastern running back
Tim Gale rushed for 140 yards
and one touchdown on 20 carries, pacing the Huskies offense
that entered the game ranked
No. 1 in the conference.
Quarterback Shawn Brady was
14 for 26, throwing for 168
yards and two touchdowns
"We were running our
bear defense, lining up eight
and nine guys on the line of

scrimmage trying to get a
slop," Matthews said. "We
just couldn't tackle Gale, and
their quarterback was real
efficient. 1 was a little disappointed in our defense — I
thought we'd step up more
than we did [to adapt to)
their physical play."
At the end of the third
quarter, chants of
"Fire
Mickey," rang out from the
student section — a result of
Matthews finishing the final
year of a five-year contract. In
his time roaming the sidelines
for the Dukes, Matthews- has
compiled a 27-31 record.
Instead of the "Purple Out"
planned by the school, multiple
male students sported shirts
leading "Undefeated in the
playoffs four years in a row, 00." Other shirts read, "Four
years at JMU, yet to see a playoff game; hey Mickey, hey, hey,
hey. Goodbye."
The claims made by the
students are on the heels of
growing public speculation
that JMU athletic director Jeff

Top floor
New carpet
$250.00/person
Available June 2004
Furnished Washer/Dryer

Bourne
will
not
renew
Matthew's contract, nor give
him an extension.
Bourne declined to comment
on Matthews' job status.
"That guy (Matthews) is a
good football coach and his staff
coaches well," Brown MI.I
"They are a challenge — they
take risks, they get after you, they
play hard and fast, they're
young, and they're talented.
"He's a hell of a football
coach, and I have a tremendous amount of respect for
him," Brown said.
Harrison echoed Bmwn's
sentiments and said, "I'd love
to see coach [Matthews! come
back next year."
The team will enter the offseason after the Thanksgiving
break with high hopes for
next season, LeZotte said.
Given the youth of the
Dukes, many sources list
JMU as an early conference
favorite for next season. It
remains to be seen whether
that squad will play under
Matthews' tenure.

1113 B Reservoir Street
4 bedroom on 3 levels
2 baths laundry
Very spacious
Furnished or unfurnished

265 S. Liberty Street
Rent $ 825.00
Total Water included
Close to campus on Liberty Street
3 Levels
One bedroom is 12 x 28

437 S. Mason Street
(5) Two bedroom apartments
Rent $500.00 to $580.00
Water and hot water provided with rent
Leases start 6704 or 8/04

Franklin Street
Nice 3 bedroom apartment
$285/person
Water and hot water provkJed
Hardwood floors
Big bedrooms
Internet wired

NOW THAT WE'VE GOT YOU*
ATTENTION.

J-M's Apartments
One, Two, Three & Four Bedroom

THE BREEZE NOW MAKES ONE
1/16 PAGE AD AVAILABLE
AT NO COST TO CLUBS AND
ORGANIZATIONS EACH WEEK.
IF YOUR GROUP IS INTERESTED,
ADS CAN BE RESERVED
THROUGH SGA. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, CONTACT
THE 0N-CAMPUS ADS
REPRESENTATIVE, RYAN FAGAN,
ATFAGANRJ@JMU.EDU.

Large Rooms
One Bedroom: $395
Two Bedroom: $220 Each
Three Bedroom $180 Each
Four Bedroom: $200 Each

531/533 Roosevelt Square
Nice 4 bedroom furnished lownhouses
Large bedrooms
W/D DAV Icemaker
Big Living room
$275 00/person
Close to campus

Tor mirre information, contact Kill Rincr .it

438-8800

http://home.adelphia.net/~rent/
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CLASSIFIEDS
Thf»e, Four and Five
Bedroom Houeee for Rtntl

2004-2005

June to June leatet
CIOM to cempue
Wester & Of y* •ncturJefl
Gfoupt ontyl
CoN 43S43M.
Several Heweaa 1135 S. Main
St. 55 A and B. 75 W Feirview
aotecent to Mormon St. Fh» 2 and
3 bedroom houtes. all DSL wtrad,
2 have AC. Apartment 73A East
Market, 2 bedrooma. utiMtlaa
ncluded. Call 433 0984 or
240-3147.
Far Rent. Sprint S* .ter !,,.
bedroom basement apt
South Mason Street. Utilities
■pllt with house. »495/monih.
Call Jeiee. 703-906 4218 or
email millabO0imu.edu
3 ■edtoom Aeertme** Available
August 1. close to JMU. 281 West
Market Street. $714 par month
Call 4370193.
Furnlehed epartmant - ■•ml
e'floont. emfje bedroom, bath, ad
jtilrtiea. pnvate entrenca Wenting
distance to JMu. Graduate student
preferred. S360. call 434 7522
Apartmant Available for Spring
Seats Her Rent $200 (negotiable)
Short walk to campus, spacious,
minimal utility costs, private
bathroom /shower. Contact ASAP if
interested or
need
more
information. 1 757 892 3989
laurmnlmOimu.iav
FeaSng Cramped? Compare our 4
8 tenant houses and duplexes.
Sea photos, prices,and current
availability for 200405 at
MM». cast" lepropertycom
Did vou know thai your
)>iirents can get a
subscription to

The Breeze?
Tor third cum mail
or WO for first class mail.
you can receive a full ycai of
MM

The Brent!
Call today lo sum your
lubw notion1 We accept VISA
and Master Card by phone or
you may mail in your payment.
Call 568-6127 today!

FeiMM Tewnhome 4 bedrooms.
2 baths. Available August July
$310 per bedroom. Call Craig.
1-9732394282

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE BREEZE!

R* *•*>** ean«ra looter* to rent
two open 'ooms m Aahby apartment
(or next apnng when they gradual*
Great roommetes. great location. 1
you are going abroad In the fall and
need a place to Ime in the spring,
please contact Marci Stake,
1 240461 3604.or seanemraynu tou

VVfMUnr firM 10 wiwrd*
$2.00 each add'l 10 uorth
Block eoN are llMnch
All classifled ads musl be
submitted in writing. You

"we feooToome - In three booroofn,
one level dupten, new construction,
private bath, hardwood floors, w/0,
air. modem krtcnen $500. or $300
for one bedroom 102 Maryland Awe.
Cai 8336104

miy e-mail your ad lo
the_breeze@jmu.edu Ads
must be paid in advance by

cash, check. VISA or
MasterCard All ads are

■edioem^ Available~ ~ Ipring
Semester Stone Gate, 3 femaie
roommates. $285 per month, onry
pay electricity, private bathroom.
Contact Katrine 442 4287 or
yonaafcca1jmu.edu

subject to Bree/e approval
Call 568-6127 today!

Hens* far Rent- Cantrell Ava , 8
bedrooms, 2.5 baths, laundry.
DSL, June lease Call 2348584
Horn. mad. Apple Better Make*
Sweat Qlfts! Gift & Thrift, 227 N.
Mam St

lad and
Breakfast !
5
Rooms/fireplaces. 2 courtyard
cottages, full gourmet breakfast,
pnvate baths - Romantic getaway
$90 to $125. Call 18004788714

Foe taw - Used white couch and
lovoseat. $50 Call 433 6912
after 6 pm

Hetise ter Rent tor 4 Females
Located m walking distance from
JMU. 4 bedrooms. 2 baths, and
yard. Available m May Call
301-4902985.

lt»4 Ford taaart Per Beat • $1,000
or best offer Call 4330516.
1991 Ford Mustang
LX
hatchback,
auto,
eicelitrtl
condition, 81,000 miles, cruise.
premium sound, sunroof alloy
wheels, beautiful car. $3950. Call
MB4J420

Bedroem Av a Nettle - Squire Mill
bedroom open in two-bedroom
townhouse starting January 1st.
Wonderful roommate, pet friend
end nonsmoking. Ethernet.
AC/heat, table end near bus stop
Call LOO. 540-438-9492.

1992 Ford Enplorer
good
cond<t*n. new tires. $4,500/000
Call MWe. 4354369.

Por Real 289. 291, and 293
Campbell Street will be available
'or yearly lease starting June 1.
2004. Call 4330047
9 or 8 badreom hauee avertable
August 1. Spacious rooms, 2
kitchens. 2 bathe, large back yard.
minutes from JMU. 240 N. High
Street. $290 per room. Call
437-0193.
Specious and Quiet 2 Bedreem
A port wants - $275 per person In
6 unit student building, fully
equipped with 1.5 bath. W/D. A/C.
0/W and large living and dming
rooms www.ctttit property com

NOTICE

Peaisaei MMX - 200 MHi, 32M
RAM. 8G hard drive. 24X CDflOM.
Windows 98, Office 97, HP
Deskjet 520. 2 HP 26 cartridges.
$200 o.b.o. Call 612 2244 or
email dorogamre>nu.edu.
JeMisoa MansMht New wtth Olg
Bag • $75: souare neck Regal
Dobro with case. $275; 26 key
aceordton wtth case. $175: o.b.o.
CM 4344825
Par Sale Mt. Shasta 21 spaed
bake. In very good condroon. ridden
vary little. Asking $100 (at
$350 new). Call 249-2064.
Metereyele Heine! Shoel full
coverage,
black,
eacelient
condition. Small carry bag. $100
OBO Call830-20».
Melefoyete 8000 Hants OMMOO •
ewoaaant cartoon yellow wrth Mack
trim, new tires. 9,000 miles.
noajpnaols. http://cobjmu.edu/tMit
Call 421 7243.
a - Carbon fiber Giant
21 Speed. Excellent condition, two
years ok) $450. paid $1,100. Call
4358430 or 1 8002983465. aak
tor Randy.
Raw Ski Beits^Lowa Structure
Coaches Boota Ladies 4-pair;
Rossingnol 6 pair
Race one
Rossmgnol 4-peir soft; Dalbello
SGS Vario 2 pair: Dolomite ice blue
Mamum 2 pair Call 568 8721
mtne 8)11 iu.edu

WANTED

1888 VW convertible Nice, many
new parts, best otter. Ceo 405-2277

Chose Players Wanted to mentor
elementary achool cheas dub. 2 3
hours a month. Please can Bath
Nelson 2898313

1889 Parana 944 94K males. 5
spaed, removable sunroof, new
Pirelli t.res. beautiful car inside end
out. $5995 Call 540 740*245

HELP WANTED
WW Pay Vou to Leee WetajM I lost
10 lbs
in 4 weeksl Call
18007346610.

1999 Cougar Very nice car, runs
great end is very clean Well taken
care of. For price, ceil 289-7090

One Bedroom Carriage House
Apartimut Krtcnen. dmmg area and
■vmg room and fu> bash Frve bkxks
to campus and m the heart of Ok)
Town wwwctmOtpn3ptrty.com.

CONFIRMED FLIGHTS
FROMBWI
Cancun

hiring for fan buy backs and
spring book sales!
Please come by the store
to apply.

I-Ml>5i3-5MI

Nice $984 Firebird- v6. dual
ashaust. AM/FM CD player, runs
and sounds great. Call 289-7090.

1*94 Nfssea Altlma QLF BDMM
Condition, Week. $3900 obo. Call

UMim-M

UNIVERSITY OUTPOST now

(•or more infbrnulkm and KUMMCC
teganlag neBntMiaienn of financing
buanau oeponuniiitv coniact the
Better BUMIKS-. Bureau. Inc

Do Vou Want to Write for the
Breeze?
The Breeze la looking for
writers for News. Focus.
Sports, Style, and Opinion.

1997 Red Monte Carte 2 door,
spoaer. axcalant condition. 94.300
milea. loaded, new tires $3995
Call 8300444.

Call 568*127 for mora
information.

Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Croup* Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semester with a
proven Cam pus Fundraiser 3 hour
funoTanvrig event Our free prorams
meka rundraisaig easy wtth no nsk
FundraJalng dates are fWIng qutcfciy
ao get with the program. It works
Contact CampusFundralaer at
18889233238.
or
viS't
www.campusfunoyaaier.com

180,0 234,JOOT
U8A Spring Break • Cancun.
Bahamas, Acapuico. Jamaica 4
moro Don' r>e tooled! Go with
quality and experience! 28 years m
business Lergeat student tour
operator 1 Division of USA Student
Travel). Call toll free: 1877460
6077. Now eiso hiring campus
raps. Earn 2 free Kips for 15
travelers and $$

Banawder TieaMea Needed ■ $250
a day potential Local positions.
1 800 293 3985
e*t
215
Help Wanted Experienced cook
end wait ataff for popular
restaurant 35 minutes from JMU
Campus. Great upsl Loot Rrver GrM
& Motel, call Tim or Kevin (or
details. 1 304897*482.

Cancun, Acapelce. Neseaa,
Jamaica! 7 nighta from $459 •
taxi Includes breakfasts dinners
Guaranteed lowest price* end best
perty schedule. The only Spring
Break company 'ecognired 'or
outstanding ethics' Visit the best
Spnng Break site on the web • wow
100s of hotel videos and reviews
at wmrSprmg6retkTrBrml.com.
Cell 1 8006786386

Make Money Taking Onene Surveys
Earn $10 $125 for surveys. Earn
$25 250 for focus groupa. VlS't
www. cmhAttudents com/tweent
■ Position avaUatUe n
Sports Media Relations for the
spring semester. Outies include
updating an ousting website, office
work.and some ehooting. Hours are
fle»ibie, approximately 10 hours e
week. Suoceaeful apoScents need to
be proficient «i Dreamweaver, and
Photoshop prosjwm on a Macanosn
computer Phototrepny experiences
e bonus. Applications available m
Sports media Relations. Godwin Hal.
Room 220 or Athletes Photography
Chandler Hall. Room G 12. or call
5683294.

so RlgBj Bpatai Baeek. Dofls))BJoS>sJ
Book di-ect wit' :n« established
leeder in Spring Break travel
Batter trips, better prices. Early
booking incentives. Book now with
a small deposit 1-800-367-1252
www. spnnabreakaiftct.com

art Check
81 eerie* Break Ope
our web-site for the best deals.
www.ragarjondto.»ra com. Cancun,
Acapuico, Bahamaa. Jamaica, and
Florida. Group orgeniiere eem free
trips and cash. Call today!
18662732500

l.hi.'.VilTH-?..,
#1
Shjdanf raw 0>aia*af fa

•1 Sprmg Braafc Vacation,
beat prices! C^i
-v gwdco, tahsaiai Rn Hi Beoli
1 1* png (,■ 1 vi- kee pan es nt
meals. Campus reps wanted!
1800234 7007
w»*endaiesBurwriertpu's com
WMer end Senag Bwaek Ski and
beach trips on sale nowt Call
ISOOSunchase or go to
www sunchase com
today!
A -ReeMty- Spring Break 2004 Only *<th Suneplash Tours lowest
prices, free rrtaett and parties. Two
freetroa for ^ouus '.80042<W710

CaaaSgee aasgBNkfagf iomakm,
IgJaggaM ajgef flof ieJa

Act Newt Book 11 people, get
12th tnp free Group discounts for
6* Call 1800 838 8202 or
www 10nngtHvaNdrecounta.com

PERSONALS
Bertender Trelneee Neeeatd il'bO
e day potential local positions.
1-800 293 3985, eat. 613.

John Reel World's Cast Memberi on
the Spring Break Bahama* Party
Cruise - 5 days from $299 Party
with Ace. Maiiory, Steven, and
Tnshelie. includes meals, port/hotel
taxes, eicluerve parties with cast
members! Call 1 8006786386
www Spnngflnfe* Trevor com

1 Cosh, Go Free!
Now Minna On tempo* R>pt

Mlhrinwi'iu

rprr Aim INI |
"IACC TICKET!

Adoption
loving and stable
coup* will provide a happy home
for your baby, filled with Iota of love
and security. Expenses paid.
Please call Greg and Maureen
anytime at 1800-605-9/03,

em* 00.
<v»

'

Wklcfa for gag IVnoiui W

"TOu INT

TKtVIL
tinvicts
1-800 648 4849
www.vtstrawel.com

lwww.bludcntoKprtftt.coml
Ic.ill NOW 1.800.787.37871

lllhMts 1

DEALS

L'omin^ next iCl

mJ,'. •'-.. I

Happy Thanksgiving!
From your friends at The Breeze
How does Qptrjnn Rrpkr^l/sounci right about now??
Ditch the books and come party with Beach llfelll

Jamaica
Cancun

Book before Dec 15th and $ave!!
Sell trips, earn cash, travel free!!

Acapuico1
Bahamas
Florida

Alignment • Brakes
Mufflers • Shocks • Batteries
»State Inspections
*

JkV

Awesome Group Discounts

Chang

Packages from BWI starting at $52911

wvnv.BeachUfeVacations.com

I

L

1.800.733^347

Egi^ipaJ

Free
Brake Check

E. Market St. at Furnace Rd.
Next to Papa John's Pizza

434-5935

Expires 12 8 03

A talk by Dr. Tony Campolo

"IS JESUS A DEMOCRAT OR A REPUBLICAN"
PC Ballroom

Nationally Known Sociologist & Christian Activist

9:00 PM
December 3, 2003

Dr. Franklin A. Cerrone
Optometrist
• Primary eye care • Contact lens evaluations' Comprehensive eye exams
• Treatment & management of eye disease
Walk-ins Welcome
10% Discount on professional service an eyewear
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card
Hours:
Mon & Fri 9 - 6
T - Th 9 - 5
Sal 9 - 3

l ocated nexl to Wal-marl
In Harrisonburg Crossing
(540) 433-7341

9

ihe end ol the M"wstw is coming near, and final exams are looming . you don't know tiojaou'<■
goTng to get It Ml done . . the group-projects, the term papers and all that reading you've TO until
the last minute, maybe you're graduating in d«cember, and you have no idea what you'r* going to be
doing 01 where you're going to live. SO why not tike your mind oH ill th* ciuintt ot youi lit* tor it
Irstt one hour? relax your weary muscles (including the one in your skull) and help bring your bouy
into optimal functioning condition, call GIAND0 today and make your appointment witn relaxation

#

•

M

a

uni:XEsD mFSSHBE
TMt=F9F

Ski Free
at

asscwutte/i Ski Resort

Swedish. Trigger Point. Deep Tissue
and Sport Massage for Men & Women

Now hiring for Ski Season

Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop, Food Service,
Telephone Operators, Cashiers, and Morel
'Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek and night Skiing and Rentals1

^•HS-CDD/HOUR
PROFESSIONAL

I

LICENSED

I

^ss.aizi/

CERTIFIED

I

iNSJRED

250 East Market Street, Suite E I cell 908-8654 I home 289-6264

Me# by ttw Ml Office M-F 8:30 am • 4sM pm
to fill out an application.
BRINf, IN THIS AD AND GFT

S □O

I

g It c«rtiflc«ei a. "labl*

by appointment only

□ F= f= * A ONE HOUR MASSAGE
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But luxurious Pheasant Run
Towmfaoiiies won't last Ions!

Front Door Parking, Bus Stop
Beautifully Landscaped Yards
Refrigerator with Ice Maker
Dishwasher, Microwave
Washer & Dryer
Patio or Deck

Pheasant Run Townhomes
321 Pheasant Run Circle
Open Monday to Friday
from 1 Oam to 5pm
(540) 801-0660

pheasant@pheasantrun.net

View a map to our location or take a virtual tour on

Gol

9X9

.com

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

